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John Robson
Navigational Rally

Matt Flynn / Rob ‘Chicken’ Jones
Photo Courtesy of Jez Turner

Volume 9 : Issue 3 : March 2018 : Maurice Ellison

Chairman's Chat
My motorsport season started with radio controlling three stages on the Cambiran Rally in North Wales and
what a start it was with enormous amounts for radio traffic to deal with including a major incident. We arrived at
the site remote from stages 1, 5 and 6, yes never saw a car all day again, and put the masts up and the course
cars and first car duly arrived. However the tenth car broke down and blocked the access road and fifteen
minutes were lost while the Recovery Unit dragged it out of the way and off we went again. The next stoppage
was sadly much worse when the twenty ninth car hit a pothole and was launched, rolling and ending up off the
road. Rescue and Recovery Units were dispatched and the injured crew member taken to hospital but not before
another sixty seven minutes had been lost. It was very fortunate that there was a spare Rescue Unit in the area,
as ours had to go to the hospital with the casualty, and so we could continue. Thankfully all the stages still ran, all
-be-it later than planned, and without any more major incidents. Finally after de-masting we left the site nearly
twelve hours after we arrived and after all this time I was worn out and got home about two hours later than estimated. My next event is the Malcolm Wilson Stages this weekend, snow allowing, but as I’m only doing in-stage
duties I should have much less to say on the radio, here’s hoping.
Last Friday was my clubs, GPMC, awards presentation evening and this week it’s the SD34 MSG Awards
Presentation Evening for the 2017 Championships at Blackburn Rugby Club on Friday 2nd March so I hope you
have got your tickets and I’ll see you there.
I hope you don’t think I’m taking advantage of my position but PDMC and GPMC are running the Lee Holland
Stages Rally on the 18th March at Anglesey Circuit and we could really do with a few more radio crews so if you
fancy a trip to Anglesey for a great day of motorsport, it’s a round of the Motorsport News Circuit Rally Championship 2017/18 (In association with MSVR), Michelin Cup 2017/18, ANWCC Championship and SD34 MSG Championship, please let me know.

Les Fragle, Chairman/Secretary,
SD(34) Motor Sport Group
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SD34MSG

Member Clubs & Contact Details
Accrington MSC

Liverpool MC

Airedale & Pennine MCC

Manx AS

Contact
Email
Tel.
Website
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: David Barratt
: davidpbarratt@gmail.com
: 01254-384127
: www.accrington-msc.org
: John Rhodes
: rhodesj3@sky.com
: 07913 649131
: www.apmcc.co.uk

Blackpool South Shore MC
Contact
Email
Website

: Dave Riley
: rileydavea@virginmedia.com
: www.bssmc.com

Bolton-le-Moors MC
Contact
Email
Website

: Jack Mather
: jackmather95@hotmail.co.uk
: http://blmcc.co.uk/

Boundless by CSMA (NW)
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.

: Steve Johnson
: steve.amsc@gmail.com
: 01254-392663
: 07718 051 882

Clitheroe & DMC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.
Website

: Maurice Ellison
: sd34news@gmail.com
: 01524-735488
: 07788-723721
: www.clitheroedmc.co.uk

Garstang & Preston MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Margaret Duckworth
: margret.duckworth42@btinternet.com
: 01772-700823
: www.gpmc.org.uk

High Moor MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.
Website

: Gary Heslop
: gary.heslop@btinternet.com
: 0161-6430151
: 07973-816965
: www.hmmc.co.uk

Hexham & DMC
Contact
Email :
Tel.
Website

: Ed Graham
: edgraham01@sky.com
: 0161-2919065
: www.hexhammotorclub.co.uk

Knowldale CC
Contact
Email
Tel
Website

: Stephen Broadbent
:
:
: www.knowldale.co.uk

Lightning MSC
Contact
Email
Tel.

: Andy Rhodes
: andy.rhodes@btinternet.com
: 01772-632820

Lancashire A.C.
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

:
:
:
:

Chris Lee
info@lancsautoclub.com
07831-124417
www.lancsautoclub.com

Longton & DMC
Contact
Email
Website

: Paul Tipping
: paul.tipping@uwclub.net
: www.longton-dmc.co.uk

Contact
Tel.
Email
Website
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: John Harden
: 0161-9697137
: lmc-chairman@liverpoolmotorclub.com
: www.liverpoolmotorclub.com
: Mark Quayle
: pdschris@aol.com
: 07973-830695
: www.manxautosport.org

Matlock MC
Contact
Email
Website

Mull CC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Garry Evans
: garrydotevans@hotmail.co.uk:
: www.matlockmotorclub.co.uk2
: Chris Woodcock
: pdschris@aol.com
: 07973-830695
: www.mullcarclub.co.uk

Pendle & DMC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.
Website

: Ray Duckworth
: raymond.duckworth@btinternet.com
: 01282-812551
: 07484161972
: www.pendledistrictmc.co.uk

Preston MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Louis Baines
: louisbaines@hotmail.co.uk
: 07792 903166
: www.prestonmotorsport.club

U17MC-NW
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Steve Johnson
: steve.amsc@gmail.com
: 07718 051 882
: www.u17mc-northwest.org.uk

Stockport061MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Mark Wilkinson
: info@stockport061.co.uk
: 07879-657580
: www.stockport061.co.uk

Wallasey MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Tony King
: tony_king@msn.com
: 07989-616546
: www.wallaseymc.com

Warrington & DMC
Contact
Email
Website

: George Jennings
: gajennings@sky.com
: www.warringtondmc.co.uk

Wigan & DMC
Contact
Email
Website

: Tony Lynch
: rallycrosser790@aol.com
: www.wiganmotorclub.org.uk

2300 Club
Contact
Email
Website

: Neil Molyneux
: 2300@fcs-uk.com
: www.2300club.org

LIMITED

Comprising the following 10 Clubs
Blackpool South Shore Motor Club
www.bssmc.com

Chester Motor Club

www.chestermotorclub.co.uk

Contacts
President
: Alan Shaw
U18 Championship : shawalan555@gmail.com
Marshals Compiler : 01282-602195
C.P.O.
: Les Fragle
les.fragle@gmail.com

Chairman
Secretary

01995-672230

Vice Chairman
Radios

: Bill Wilmer
Approved MSA Radio
Co-ordinator
Gemini Communications
07973-830705
w.wilmer@btinternet.com

Treasurer
Road Rally
Website

: Steve Butler

Lancashire RLO

: Chris Woodcock

steven.butler9@btinternet.com

www.sd34msg.org

MSA Rallies Committee
Chairman ANCC

Sprint /Hillclimb

pdschris@aol.com
01254-681350

: Steve Price

prstp739@aol.com

League Compiler
: Steve Lewis
Individual Compiler slewisbb1@virginmedia.com
None Race/Rally

: Tracy Smith

tracey.amsc@hotmail.com

: Ian Bruce

Stage Rally

ibroadrally@gmail.com

Registrations

: Margaret Duckworth

margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com
01772-700823

Newsletter

: Maurice Ellison

sd34news@gmail.com
07788-723721
01524-735488

North West RDO

: Steve Johnson

northwest@gomotorsport.net
07718 051 882

Yorkshire RDO

: Heidi Woodcock
h.woodcock@me.com
01254-681350

Ecurie Royal Oak Motor Club
www.eromc.co.uk

High Moor Motor Club
www.hmmc.co.uk

Fylde Motor Sport Club
www.fyldemotorsportclub.co.uk

Stockport 061 Motor Club
www.stockport061.co.uk

Warrington & District Motor Club
www.warringtondmc.org

Wallasey Motor Club
www.wallaseymc.com

Preston Motorsport Club

www.facebook.com/prestonmotorsportclub

Garstang & Preston MC
www.gpmc.co.uk

Website : www.nwstages.co.uk

Mark Wilkinson - secretary@nwstages.co.uk

ADVERTISING
in ‘SPOTLIGHT’
Readership in Excess of 10,000
1/4 page (ish - we are very flexible) advert
for a full 12 issues (1 year)
Sent to all 25 member clubs and then
forwarded to club members + another 7000+ on
the distribution list (25 X 100 + 7000 = 10,000+ readers)

And now sent to all ANWCC clubs (114)
All advertising revenue helps to fund SD34MSG
Contact either Les Fragle, Maurice Ellison
or Steve Johnson for more details

Steve Johnson
07718 051 882

steve.amsc@gmail.com
01995-672230
les.fragle@gmail.com

Les Fragle
Maurice Ellison 07788-723721 sd34news@gmail.com

WANTED YOUR Clubs:-

News, Views, Reviews, Club Profiles, Events,
Birthdays, Anniversaries. Club Nights
Send to : Maurice Ellison
sd34news@gmail.com 07788-723721

2018 SD34MSG
Inter-Club League
Position

Division A
Club

Points

Div

O/A

U17MC-NW

210

1

1

Clitheroe & DMC

136

2

2

Bolton-le-Moors CC

117

3

3

Warrington & DMC

20

4

6

Wigan & DMC

18

5

=7

MARSHALS CHAMPIONSHIP
O/A Marshal

1
2
3
4

Alexander Baron
Steve Smith
Barry Wilkinson
Sam Ambler
Ian Farnworth
Paul Flynn
Dan Sedgwick
Phil Shaw
Jez Turner
Dave Barratt
Jim Livesey
Bill Gray
John Harden
Phil Howarth

Liverpool MC
Preston MC

Club

Position
Points

Div

O/A

Airedale & Pennine MCC

105

1

4

Stockport061 MC

23

2

5

Accrington MSC

18

3

=7

Matlock MC

13

4

10

Maurice Ellison
Amanda Baron
Tracey Smith
Amanda Anderson

47
27
27
20

Club

Q

CDMC
AMSC
ACMSC
U17MC

Y
Y
Y
Y

Still to Qualify

Garstang & Preston MC

Division B

Points

17
17
14
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
7
7
7

AMSC
AMSC
PDMC
CDMC
G&PMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
AMSC
U17MC
Liverpool
Liverpool
Liverpool

Blackpool South Shore MC
Pendle & DMC
Wallasey MC
Manx AS

Position

Division C
Club
High Moor MC

Points

Div

O/A

15

1

9

Mull CC
Longton & DMC
Knowldale CC
Hexham & DMC

CSMA (NW)
Lightning MSC
Lancashire A.C.
2300
Motor Sport North West

Updated 26th Feb 2018

Individual Championship
O/A

Competitor

pts

Q

Club

GAZZARD
ACCOUNTS

Stage Rally Championship
O/A Driver

Class Pts

Club

Q

Registered Agent with
HM Revenue & Customs
O/A Co-Driver

Class

Pts Club

Q

Accounts and Book-keeping
services for Small Businesses.

We specialise in




Road Rally Championship
O/A

=
=

=
=
=
=

`

1
2
3
4
5
5
7
8
9
9
11
11
13
14
15

Driver
Mark Dixon
Matt Flynn
Dan Sedgwick
Stephen Holmes
Tony Harrison
James Taylor
Ian Swallow
Dominic McTear
Kris Coombes
Chris Hewlett
Dan Fox
Phil Shaw
Mark Johnson
Paul Pendleton
Steve Flynn

O/A Navigator
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
= 9
= 9
11
12
13

Class Pts Club

Rob Jones
Sam Ambler
Matt Broadbent
Ben Holmes
Ian Graham
Grace Pedley
James Swallow
Leah Brown
Louis Baines
Matt Hewlett
Paul Taylor
Stephen Butler
Harris Holgate

S/E
E
E
N
E
E
N
E
E
N
N
N
E
N
S/E

24
23
18
17
16
16
12
11
10
10
9
9
6
5
4

CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC`
CDMC
CDMC
BLMCC
CDMC
PMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC

Class Pts Club
E
E
E
N
E
N
N
N
E
N
E
E
N

31
18
16
15
14
13
10
9
8
8
7
6
4

CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
BLMCC
CDMC
PMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC

Results following R3
John Robson: 24th February
Updated 28th February

Rds Q
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Rds Q
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

Self Assessment,
CIS
VAT Returns.

We also cater for SMALLER
Limited Companies.
Workplace or Home/Evening
visits can be arranged.

We will offer you
the following :





Regular contact and advice
Assistance for Self Employed
Simple accounting practices
Friendly service and assistance

Serving Greater Manchester
and areas of Lancashire
and Cheshire.
Registered Office :
33 Acresfield Road,
Middleton,
Manchester. M24 2WT.
Office Tel No : 01706 - 629 - 896

E-Mail :

gazzard.accts@btinternet.com

Non Race/Rally Championship
O/A
1
2
3
4
5
6

Class Score
Ben Holmes
Lauren Crook
Jason Crook
Warren Nichols
Stephen Holmes
Andy Williams

A
C
E
A
A
A

10.40
10.02
9.80
9.73
9.71
9.65

Club
CDMC
U17MC
U17MC
BLMCC
CDMC
U17MC

Following Rock & Heifer PCA 7th January

pts
29
20
16

Club
BLMCC
U17MC
AMSC

Sprint & Hillclimb Championship
O/A

Competitor

Score

2017

AWARDS NIGHT
Friday 2nd March 2018
Blackburn Rugby Club

U18 Championship
O/A
1
Matthew Nichols
2
James Robinson
3
Alexander Baron

SD34MSG

Class

Club

on theA6119, M/R 103 / 675 304,
BB1 8NB

7:30pm for 8:00pm

Sam Collis & Friends
Interviewed by Bob Milloy

There is Still time for SD34MSG
Road Rally Competitors
to vote for

‘The Best SD34MSG
Road Rally Round of
2017’
send Your Vote to :-

steven.butler9@btinternet.com
R
1

21/22
Jan

Ryemoor Trophy
Rally

R
2

25/26
Feb

John Robson Rally

Hexham & DMC

R
3

4/5 Mar

Tour of Anglesey

C&AMC

R
4

8/9 Apr

Kick Start Rally

Matlock MC

R
5

22/23Apr

Primrose Trophy
Rally

Clitheroe & DMC

R
6

20/21
May

Altratech 061 Rally

Stockport 061
MC

R
7

17/18
Jun

Memorial Rally

G&PMC

R
8

22/23Jul

Beaver Rally

Beverley & DMC

R
9

9/10 –
Sep

Colman Tyres

Ilkley& DMC

R
1
0

23/24Sep

Clitheronian Rally

Clitheroe & DMC

Malton MC

Pie & Peas Supper
Tickets £5 each
From
Your club Rep or
Maurice Ellison

sd34news@gmail.com
07788-723721

SD34 Motor Sport Group Calendar 2018
Date

Discipline League

Club

Title

Venue - Notes

02/03-Mar

Stage Rally

Yes

Manx Auto Sport

Haydn Minay Forest Rally

Isle of Man

4-Mar

Stage Rally

Yes

Blackpool SSMC

Roskirk Stages

3 Sisters, Wigan

11-Mar

PCA

Yes

A & P MCC

A&PMCC PCA 3

Rock & Heifer, Bradford

18-Mar

Stage Rally

Yes

PDMC / GPMC

Lee Holland Stage Rally

Anglesey Circuit, North Wales

24/25-Mar

Road Rally

Yes

Clitheroe & DMC

Primrose Trophy Rally

O/S Maps 97, 98, 102 & 103

25-Mar

PCA

Yes

7 & 8 - Apr

Sprint

Yes

Longton & DMC

8-Apr

Autosolo

Yes

14/15-Apr

Road Rally

Yes

15-Apr

Stage Rally

Yes

22-Apr

PCA

Yes

22-Apr

Sprint

Yes

Longton & DMC

23-Apr

Trial

Yes

A & P MCC

28-Apr

Sprint

Yes

Liverpool MC

29-Apr

Auto Test

Yes

11/12-May

Stage Rally

13-May

Warrington & DMC Warrington DMC PCA 1

Wern Ddu, Ruthin

Sprint

Anglesey

Preston MC

PMC Autosolo 1

Preston MC

Matlock MC

Kick Start Rally

Derbyshire

Stockport 061 MC SMC Stages
Warrington & DiMC WarDMC PCA 2

Anglesey Circuit, North Wales
Wern Ddu, Ruthin

Sprint

3 Sisters, Wigan

Longnor Car trial

Longnor

Aintree Spring Sprint

Aintree

Bolton-le-Moors

Aitotest

Myerscough College

Yes

Manx Auto Sport

Manx National & Chris Kelly Rallies Isle of Man

Stage Rally

Yes

Wigan & DMC

13-May

Trial

Yes

A & P MCC

19-May

Autosolo

Yes

20-May

A/S & A/T

Yes

CSMA

19&20 - May

Sprint

Yes

Longton & DMC

20-May

Hillclimb

No

MGCC NW

20-May

PCA

Yes

CSMA

26-May

PCA

Yes

3-Jun

Car Trial

Yes

Clitheroe & DMC

9-Jun

Hillclimb

Yes

Liverpool MC

10-Jun

Stage Rally

Yes

Blackpool SSMC

17 - jun

Spint

No

Longton

16/17-Jun

Road Rally

Yes

G & P MC

23-Jun

Stage Rally

Yes

Mull Car Club

24-Jun

A/S, PCA, A/T

Yes

CSMA

30-Jun

Sprint

Yes

Liverpool MC

1-Jul

Stage Rally

Yes

7-Jul

Hillclimb

Yes

Liverpool MC

Barbon Manor Hillclimb 2

Barbon

21-Jul

A/S & PCA

Yes

U 17 MC NW

U17MC Autosolo & PCA

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

21-Jul

Training

No

New Marshal Timing & in stage

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

21/22-Jul

Road Rally

No

Beverley & DMC

Beaver Rally

North Humberside

22-Jul

Hillclimb

No

Mid-Cheshire MC Hillclimb

22-Jul

A/S, PCA, A/T

Yes

U 17 MC NW

29 July

Sprint

Yes

Longton & DMC

Road Rally

Cetus Stages

3 Sisters, Wigan

Yorkshire Dales Classic Trial

Yorkshire

Accrington/U17 MC AMSC/U17MC Autosolo
CSMA Autosolo & Autotest

Lymm Services, M6 Jt 20

Sprint

Blyton

Scammonden Dam Hillclimb

Scammonden Dam,

CSMA PCA 1

Lymm Services, M6 Jt 20

Warrington & DMC WarDMC PCA 3

Wern Ddu, Ruthin

Ingleton Car Trial

Ingleton

Barbon Manor Hillclimb 1

Barbon

Keith Frecker Stages

Weeton

Sprint

3 Sisters

Memorial Road Rally

Lancashire-Yorkshire

Dunoon Presents Argyl Rally

Argyl

CSMA

Lymm Services, M6 J20

Aintree Summer Sprint

Aintree

Warrington & DMC Enville Stages Rally

Stage Rally

Nelson & Colne College

Anglesey Circuit

Scammonden Dam,

U17MC Autosolo, Autotest & PCA

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

Sprint

3 Sisters

Sprint/Hill Climb

A/T, PCA, A/S & Trials

Training Dates

Draft SD34 Motor Sport Group Calendar 2018
Date

Discipline League

Club

Title

Venue - Notes

Sprint

Blyton

U17MC Autosolo & PCA

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

August Hillclimb

Scammonden Dam,

Fire training

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

11&12 - Aug

Sprint

Yes

Longton & DMC

18-Aug

AS & PCA

Yes

U 17MC NW

18-Aug

Hillclimb

Yes

Pendle & DMC

18-Aug

Training

No

19-Aug

A/S, PCA, A/T

Yes

U 17 MC NW

U17MC Autosolo 5

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

1-Sep

Sprint

Yes

Liverpool MC

Aintree Autumn Sprint

Aintree

2-Sep

Sprint

No

Longton & DMC

Sprint

3 Sisters, Wigan

07/08-Sep

Stage Rally

Yes

Wallasey MC

Promenade Stages

New Brighton Promenade

8/9-Sep

Road Rally

No

Ilkley & DMC

Colman Tyres

Yorkshire

15-Sep

PCA

Yes

U17 MC NW

U17MC PCA 6

Event City, Manchester

16-Sep

Autotest

Yes

16-Sep

PCA

Yes

U17 MC NW

22/23-Sep

Road Rally

Yes

Clitheroe & DMC

23-Sep

Stage Rally

Yes

6-Oct

Sprint

7-Oct
7-Oct

Warrington & DMC Warringto DMC PCA 4

Wern Ddu, Ruthin

U17MC PCA 7

Event City, Manchester

Taybridge Clitheronian Rally

Lancashire-Yorkshire

PDMC / GPMC

Heroes Stage Rally

Weeton Barracks

No

Longton & DMC

Sprint

Anglesey Circuit

Sprint

No

Longton & DMC

Sprint

Anglesey Circuit

Stage Rally

Yes

Wigan & DMC

The Adgespeed Stages

3 Sisters, Wigan

12/13/14 Oct Stage Rally

Yes

Mull Car Club

Mull Rally

Isle of Mull

14-Oct

PCA

Yes

A&PMCC

A&PMCC PCA 4

Rock & Heifer, Bradford

20-Oct

Tour

No

2300 Club

Andy Mort Tour

Not in Championships

21-Oct

Autotest

Yes

28-Oct

Autosolo

Yes

02/03-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

3/4-Nov

Road Rally

Yes

3-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

09/10-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

Manx Auto Sport

11-Nov

PCA

Yes

24-Nov

Stage Rally

1-Dec

Warrington & DMC WarDMC PCA 5
Preston MC

PMC Autosolo 2

Bolton-le-Moors CC Neil Howard Stages 2017
Matlock MC

Dansport Road Rally

CDMC / Malton MC Malton Forest Rally

Wern Ddu, Ruthin
Preston MX
Oulton Park
Derbyshire
Not in Stage Rally Championship

Poker Stars Stages

Isle of Man

A & P MCC

A&PMCC PCA 5

Rock & Heifer, Bradford

Yes

Clitheroe & DMC

The Hall Trophy

Blyton airfield, Lincs

A/S & PCA

Yes

U 17 MC NW

U17MC Autosolo & PCA

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

1-Dec

Training

No

First on scene

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

2-Dec

A/S, PCA, A/T

Yes

Autosolo, Autotest & PCA

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

2-Dec

Autotest

Yes

9-Dec

PCA

Yes

Road Rally

Accrington MSC

Warrington & DMC WarDMC PCA 6

Stage Rally

A & P MCC

A&PMCC PCA 6

Sprint/Hill Climb

Wern Ddu, Ruthin
Rock & Heifer, Bradford

A/T, PCA, A/S & Trials

Olympic officials admit concern over the
North Korean bobsleigh

Training Dates

2018 Championship Rounds by Discipline at a Glance
SD34MSG Stage Rally Championship 2018
Date
2/3 Mar

Event

Organising Club

Haydn Minay

Manx AS

4 Mar

Roskirk Stages

Blackpool SSMC

18 Mar

Lee Holland

G&PMC + PDMC

15 Apr

SMC Stages

Stockport061 MC

11/12 May Manx National

Manx AS

11/12 May Chris Kelly

Manx AS

SD34MSG Road Rally Championship 2018
Date

Event

Organising Club

Mar 24/25

Primrose Trophy

Clitheroe & DMC

Apr 14/15

Kick Start

Matlock MC

Jun 16/17

Memorial

G&PMC

21/22 Jul

Beaver

Beverley & DMC

Sep 8/9

Colman Tyres

Ilkley & DMC

Clitheronian

Clitheroe & DMC

Dansport

Matlock MC

Sep 22/23

13 May

Cetus Stages

Wigan & DMC

10 June

Keith Frecker Stages

Blackpool SSMC

23 Jun

Argyl Rally

Mull CC

Enville Stages

Warrington & DMC

7/8 Sep

Promenade Stages

Wallesey MC

23 Sep

Heroes Stages

G&PMC + PDMC

Adgespeed Stages

Wigan & DMC

11 Mar

PCA

A&PMCC

Mull

Mull CC

25 Mar

PCA

Warrington & DMC

2/3 Nov

Neil Howard

Bolton-le-Moors CC

8 Apr

AutoSOLO

Preston MC

9/10 Nov

Poker Stars

Manx AS

22 Apr

PCA

24 Nov

Hall Trophy

Clitheroe & DMC

Warrington & DMC

23 Apr

Longnor Car Trial

A&PMCC

29 Apr

Myerscough Autotest

Bolton-le-Moors CC

13 May

Yorks Dales Classic Trial A&PMCC

19 May

AutoSOLO

Accrington MSC

20 May

PCA, A/T, Auto Solo

CSMA

27 May

PCA

Warrington & DMC

3-Jun

Ingleton Car Trial

Clitheroe

1 Jul

7 Oct
12-13 Oct

10 Rounds to Count

SD34MSG Sprint & Hillclimb C/ship 2018
Date

Event

Organising Club

Nov 3/4

6 Rounds to Count

SD34MSG Non Race/Rally C/ship 2018
Date

Event

Organising Club

7/8 Apr

Anglesey

Longton & DMC

22 April

3 Sisters Sprint

Longton & DMC

28 April

Aintree Sprint

Liverpool MC

19/20 May

Blyton

Longton & DMC

20th May

Scammonden

MG CC (NW)

24 Jun

PCA, A/T, Auto Solo

CSMA

21 Jul

PCA, Auto Solo

U17MC

22 Jul

PCA, A/T, Auto Solo

U17MC

18 Aug

PCA, Auto Solo

U17MC

9 June

Barbon 1

Liverpool MC

17 June

3 Sister Sprint

Longton & DMC

30 June

Aintree Sprint

Liverpool MC

7 July

Barbon 2

Liverpool MC

22 July

Scammonden

Mid Chesh MC

19 Aug

PCA, A/T, Auto Solo

U17MC

29 July

3 Sisters

Longton & DMC

15 Sep

PCA, Auto Solo

U17MC

Blyton

Longton & DMC

18 Aug

Scammonden

Pendle & DMC

16 Sep

PCA, A/T, Auto Solo

U17MC

1 Sept

Aintree Sprint

Liverpool MC

16 Sep

PCA

Warrington & DMC

2 Sept

3 Sisters Sprint

Longton & DMC

14 Oct

PCA

A&PMCC

6 Oct
7 Oct

Anglesey Sprint
Anglesey Sprint

Longton & DMC
Longton & DMC

21 Oct

PCA

Warrington & DMC

28 Oct

AutoSOLO

Preston MC

11 Nov

PCA

Warrington & DMC

1 Dec

PCA, Auto Solo

U17MC

2 Dec

PCA, A/T, Auto Solo

Accrington MSC

11/12 Aug

Training Dates 2018
Date

Event

Venue

21 July

Timing

Darwen Services

18 Aug

Fire

Darwen Services

2 Dec

PCA

Warrington & DMC

1 Dec

First on Scene

Darwen Services

9 Dec

PCA

A&PMCC

2017 SD34MSG Championships

Final Results

Individual

Road Rally

1st O/A

Andy Williams

U17MC (NW)

2nd O/A

Steve Johnson

U17MC (NW)

Drivers
1st O/A

Myles Gleave

Non Race - Non Rally

1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1st
2nd

Stan Featherstone Clitheroe & DMC
Matt Flynn
Clitheroe & DMC
Dan Sedgwick
Clitheroe & DMC
Dominic McTear Clitheroe & DMC
Alan Young
Matlock MC
Ian Swallow
Preston MC

1st O/A

Navigators

U 18
1st O/A

James Robinson U17MC (NW)

2nd O/A

Luke Girvan

1st
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1st
2nd

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
A
B
C
C
D
D
E
E

U17MC (NW)

Andy Williams

U17MC (NW)

James Williams
Scott MacNahon
Warren Nichols
Lauren Cook
Steve Lewis
Stephen Kennell
Chris Livesey
Steve Johnson
Phil Clegg

U17MC (NW)
U17MC (NW)
Bolton L-M-CC
U17MC (NW)
Clitheroe & DMC
Clitheroe & DMC
U17MC (NW)
U17MC (NW)
Accrington MSC

Sprint & Hillclimb
1st O/A
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1st

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

1
1
2
2
3
3
5

Andy Larton

Liverpool MC

Nigel Trundle
Russel Thorpe
Nigel Fox
Simon Nicholson
Dave Welton
Jim Wright
Mick Tomlison

G&PMC
Liverpool MC
Clitheroe & DMC
Pendle DMC
Liverpool MC
Pendle DMC
Pendle DMC

Stage Rally
Drivers
1st O/A
1st
1st
2nd
1st
2nd

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
C
C
D
D

Russell Starkie

Clitheroe & DMC

Steve Johnson
Mike English
Jack Ives
Phil Jennings
Mark Kelly

U17MC (NW)
Wigan & DMC
Preston MC
Warrington & DMC
G&PMC

Co-Drivers
1st O/A
1st
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
1st
2nd

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
A
B
C
C
D
D

Phil Shaw

Clitheroe & DMC

Steve Butler
Pauline Merrills
Bruce Lindsay
Andy Baker
Andy Robinson
George Jennings
Andy Baker

Clitheroe & DMC
Stockport061MC
Pendle DMC
G&PMC
Blackpool SSMC
Warrington & DMC
G&PMC

REGISTER NOW FOR 2018

Expert
Expert
Semi-Expert
Semi Expert
Novice
Novice

G&PMC

1st O/A`

James Chaplin G&PMC

1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1st
2nd

Rob Jones
Sam Spencer
Sam Ambler
Ashley Young
James Swallow
Sam Coombes

Expert
Expert
Semi-Expert
Semi-Expert
Novice
Novice

Clitheroe & DMC
Clitheroe & DMC
Clitheroe & DMC
Matlock MC
Preston MC
Preston MC

Marshals
1st O/A

Amanda Baron Accrington MSC

2nd O/A

Maurice Ellison

Clitheroe & DMC

Best Road Rally 2017

To Be Announced on the Night

Inter-Club League
1st O/A

Clitheroe & DMC

1st Division A
1st Division B
1st Division C

U17MC (NW)
Warrington & DMC
Mull Car Club

Brian Molyneux Award

To Be Announced on the Night

SD34MSG 2017
AWARDS NIGHT
Friday 2nd March 2018

Blackburn Rugby Club
on the A6119, M/R 103 / 675 304, BB1 8NB

7:30pm for 8:00pm

January ’18 @ CDMC
Tuesday 6th February

2017 Awards Night

The Club Meets at 8-30pm

Every Tuesday

Waddington Sports & Social Club
Waddington, Nr Clitheroe BB7 3HW
M/R 103 / 731 437
Website : www.clitheroedmc.co.uk

‘What’s On’ at CDMC
March 2018
Tuesday 6th March
Mark Wagstaff

Discipline
Road Rally
Driver
Navigator

Trophy
Constable
Memorial
Primrose
Trophy

2017 Winner
S. Featherstone
Rob Jones

Stage Rally
Driver

Live via Video Link from Australia

Tuesday

13th

March

Committee Night

Club Members are more than welcome to attend and
see & hear what goes on behind the scenes and you
can also express your opinions & ideas

Tuesday 20th March
Scatter Rally

(Round 7)

O/S Map 98 & 103
Waddington Club
Sign on from 7:30
1st Car Away 8:00pm

Tuesday 27th March
Primrose Trophy Forum
Competing or Marshalling?
Tell us all about it

Capt. Brass
Trophy

Co-Driver
Non Race/Rally Tweddle Tropy
Marshal
Lady
Competitor
Young Member
Large Tray
Club Member
Media
Outstanding
Achievment

Sidney Whiteside
Trophy

Roy Honeywell
Trophy
Ramsgreave
Sprint/Hillclimb
Trophy

Tryers Trophy
Most Improved
Novice

R. Starkie
P.Shaw
S. Kennel
M.Ellison
H.Woodcock
L. Brown
T. Vart
M. Ellison
Buckel/Butler
Nigel Fox
M. Flynn
Sedgewick/
Ambler

Couldn’t make it to a Clubnight ?
You can still catch up with what’s been
happened by watching it on youtube
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLvHjtnrZs9AJRgs4XZbPzZss9x4OsrozI

Winter Scatter Rally Series
Championship Table following
R6 - February 20th

Tuesday 20th February
February Scatter Round 6

Drivers
O/A

Competitor

Navigators
Pts

O/A

Competitor

Pts

1

Dan Fox

152

1

Leah Brown

152

2

Dan Sedgwick

131

2

Terry Martin

124

3

Maurice Ellison

127

3

Ben Holmes

116

4

Mark Johnson

124

=4

Harris Halgate

108

5

Stephen Holmes

116

=4

Levi Nicholson

108

=6

Paul Pendleton

108

6

Sam Ambler

94

=6

Ben Mitton

108

7

Sam Mitton

86

8

Stephen Hardy

103

8

Matthew Hewlett

76

9

Chris Hewlett

76

9

Paul Redford

74

10

Catherine Redford

74

10

Dave Irwen

65

11

Austin Berry

60

11

Matt Broadbent

62

=12

Tom Eccles

42

12

Jess Berry

60

=12

Jonny Collett

42

13

Elliott Shaw

58

14

Tom Pilkington

41

14

Ellis Pilkington

55

15

Ed Speak

37

15

Samuel Shepherd

30

Tuesday 20th March

16

Gareth Shepherd

30

16

Luke Howarth

27

17

Matt Horn

27

17

Derek Lewin

26

MAP 103

18

Phil Shaw

24

=18

Steve Butler

23

19

Paul Buckell

23

=18

Matti Ali

23

=20

Chris Collett

20

20

David Speak

22

=20

Steve Cotton

20

21

Georgie Cotton

20

22

Domonic McTear

15

22

Calum Lambert

16

=23

Tommi Meadows

14

23

Conner Murray

15

=23

Russell Starkie

14

24

Nichole Johnson

13

25

Sammy Ralph

13

25

Jack Howarth

12

26

Bradley Leeming

12

=26

Harley Rushton

11

27

Matt Simon

11

=26

Mike Melling

11

=28

Mark Dixon

10

28

Thomas Robinson

10

=28

Adrian Daykin

10

=29

Hollie Griffith

9

=29

Mark Standen

9

30

Phil Shaw

7

31

Nicky Hart

1

1st
2nd
3rd
= 4th
= 4th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th

Dan Fox / Leah Brown
Mark Johnson / Terry Martin
Seddy Sedgwick & Sam Ambler
Maurice Ellison / Matt Broadbent
Stephen & Ben Holmes
Ben Mitton / Levi Nicholson
Stephen Hardy / Sam Mitton
Paul Pendleton / Harris Hallgate
Ed Speak / Tom Pilkington
Matti Ali / Tom Eccles
Chris & Matt Hewlett
Phil & Elliott Shaw

320 pts
280 pts
250 pts
240 pts
240 pts
215 pts
210 pts
200 pts
150 pts
90 pts
85 pts
60 pts

Winter Scatter
Rally Championship

Round 7
(Final Round)

Tuesday 27th February

Jack Neal Stages Rally
& John Robson Rally Forum
The poor weather obviously didn't deter many members
from turning out for this meeting as a good attendance
gathered to tell tales both tall and true no doubt from the
recent Jack Neal and John Robson events.
In fact the John Robson had possibly the best CDMC
participation of recent years with a number of the youngsters and novices taking part, with all enjoying it and vowing to be back on the forthcoming Primrose.
The theme of the evening turned out to be wheels ,with
various cars having issues on both events and ending up
running mixtures of sizes and treads!!
The real star was Mr Calvert...not sure he realised how
funny he was but having his car scrutineered whilst on
the trailer (having arrived late after seeing both ends of
the M18 en route) and the numbers being affixed on the
way to the Blyton stage start and then spending most of
the day with his rear wheels spinning after his "new" tyres
proved useless in the conditions and then being passed
by Steve " J Turn" Johnson and Steve Butler in the
mighty Micra complete with odd sized rear wheels....a
good story well told Dave!
Great to see the average age of the competitor base is
slowly being lowered folks

2018 Membership
Renewals Now Due
Still only £10:00

See Membership Secretary

Terry Martin

http://www.clitheroedmc.co.uk/5
Membership_2017.htm

Warrington & DMC
www.warringtondmc.co.uk
W&DMC
meets at 20.00
every Tuesday at
THE ANTROBUS ARMS
on the A559 between
Warrington and Northwich.

Annual Awards Night
Antrobus Golf Club
February 8th
Warrington & D.M.C. this year held our Annual Prize
Giving at a new Venue
Antobus Golf Club a lovely setting in the day light.
The proceedings started with a natter and drink while
everyone arrived plenty of catching up
was done, comparing of results and there endeavours
We all sat down to a lovely meal then Malcolm
Hague did his usually introductions and tales
then the Awards were Presented by Bob Tate our
JRT Enville Stages Sponsor to the recipients.
We had introduced a couple of new awards for this
year one going to Lynn Jones who attends many
events with Tea urn and cake in hand for anyone.
Thank you Lynn
Also a junior Award to Abbie Carter she attends many
events with her Grandad from wet windy Fleetwood
on the North West Stages to the dusty or Muddy
Wern Ddu Quary helping with time keeping. She has
just enjoyed a trip to Monte Carlo for WRC collecting
Autographs. Keep up the good work Abbie
The rest of the night we danced and nattered (and a
few drinks) the night away

Wern Ddu
Gravel PCAs
Dates for 2018

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sunday,
Sunday
Sunday,
Sunday,
Sunday,
Sunday,
Sunday,

25th
22nd
27th
16th
21st
11th
2nd

March
April
May
September
October
November
December

Regs : www.warringtondmc.co.uk

Clubman Championship
rd

3
2nd
1st The Premier Security Trophy
1st Lady

Adam Mayes
Paul Kay
John Boggs
Natalya Ellison

Marshals Championship
Joint 2nd
1st Place

William O’Brien & Robbie O’Brien
The Colin Moss trophy
Denise Burns

Unsung Hero Award
An award introduced for this year to recognise someone
who does a lot behind the scenes at events
Lynn Jones

Junior Unsung Hero
Award
Abbie Carter
Abbie attends many events with here Grandad timekeeping/marshalling and helping out at events

Rally Championship
CO-DRIVERS AWARDS
3rd Co Driver
The Amy Louise Trophy

Stephen Landen

nd

2 Co Driver
Rally Engineering Trophy

George Jennings

st

1 Co Driver
The Ronnie Littler Trophy

Mark Carter

DRIVERS AWARDS
2nd Driver
The Enville Trophy

Phil Jennings

st

1 Driver
The Peter Littler Trophy

Stephen Ellison

Les Moughtin Trophy
Bob Tate

Chairman’s Trophy
George Jennings

Airedale & Pennine MCC
Meet at

the Rock & Heifer Inn,
Rock Lane, Thornton,
Bradford, BD13 3RH

on the second Monday of the month for our
business meeting. Then we meet on the forth Monday of the month Visitors are welcome to join us at
either of these or any club meeting.

PCA at the Rock & Heifer
March 11th
10:00 am for 11:00 Start

MULL 2018
The Guardians of Mull Rally & Mull Car
Club have made some progress towards the running of this year’s event.
We are still working with the MSA and
the Scottish Government, to try and
resolve the issue which stopped the
LIMITED
event from running in 2017.
There is a possibility that the Mull Rally MAY be able to
take place this year. We hope you will understand that
these thing's have not moved as quickly as we would
have liked. But ask you to give us until the end of February to hopefully get this sorted and get the Mull Rally
back to being one of the top events on the calendar.
If this is unsuccessful we would still be looking to run a
Targa and Rally Sprint Event the same as last year.

Matlock MC
Meet every 2nd Thursday
from around 8.30pm at
the Black Swan, Ashover
MR 119/350 633

Regular meetings are held on the
second and fourth Mondays of each month at

The Red Lion,
324 Newton Rd,
Lowton,
Warrington, WA3 1HE

www.wiganmotorclub.org.uk

Garstang & Preston
Motor Club

www.gpmc.org.uk

Meet every Tuesday at
The Lonsdale Club,
Fulwood Hall Ln,
Fulwood, Preston PR2 8DB
From 8:30

Bolton-le-Moors CC
The Club Meets at 9-00pm
every Thursday
@ Horwich RMI Club,
Chorley New Rd, Horwich.

Hexham & DMC

Meet every Wednesday
at the Dr. Syntax Inn,
Nr. Stocksfield

WALLASEY MC
The Club Meets at Every Monday
at 9-00pm.
Port Sunlight Village Social Club,
Bridge St, Port Sunlight CH62 4UP

meet every Thursday
at Fiveways,
Macclesfield Road,
Hazel Grove,
Stockport, Cheshire,
SK7 6BE
from about 20.30

Blackpool South Shore MC meets every
Thursday night at The Clarence public house
on Preston New Road, Blackpool
from about 8.30 onwards

It’s been another quiet month for Blackpool South Shore
Motor Club members in terms of competition with John
Stone being left to keep the club flag flying in the Motorsport News Circuit Rally Championship.
February saw Stone contest the fifth round of the series,
the Snetterton Stages, in his Legend Fires Ford Fiesta
S2500 with hopes of another good result to strengthen to
his championship challenge. Co-driven on this occasion
by Tom Woodburn the pair got off to a flying start on the
Anglia Motorsport Club event, holding second place behind Chris West and Keith Hounslow’s Peugeot 306
Maxi after SS2.
With SS3 cancelled they then dropped a place on SS4
but, sadly, their rally wouldn’t last as engine problems
forced their retirement on SS5 whilst holding third place.
More seriously though the engine issue has put a halt to
Stone’s championship challenge.

Sunday

Roskirk Stages
4th March

Regulations for the Roskirk 2018 Three Sisters event are
now available on the BSSMC web site.
This year’s event will follow a similar format to previous
years, with 12 stages covering approximately 26 smooth
tarmac stage miles.
The Roskirk Stages is included in the SD34, ANWCC,
Formula 1000 and 6R4.com championships and additionally will be the opening, but non-scoring, round of the
2018 Junior Formula 1000 Rally Championship.
Following its successful introduction last year we will
again be offering an incentive to competitors who enter
BSSMC’s Keith Frecker Memorial Stages Rally at Weeton
in June, in that any fully paid and signed on entry to the
Roskirk stages will automatically qualify for a £25 discount
from an entry at Weeton in June.
The online entry system together with detail of entries received will be available on our website: www.bssmc.com

MARSHALS
If you can help
please contact me on

robinsonyvonne14@yahoo.co.uk
as soon as possible

MAY 27th
Adam Morgan & Ciceley Motorsport to attend Pendle Powerfest
The team at Pendle Powerfest are delighted to announce
that Lancashire based Ciceley Motorsport will be bringing
some of the glamour of the racetrack to this year’s show.
The family run team along with star driver Adam Morgan
compete in some of the premier racing series in the world
including the British Touring Car Championship and the
Worldwide Creventic GT Series, where he recently won in
Dubai. Adam also competes in the Chinese Touring car
championship and is a regular race winner.
Subject to any unforeseen circumstances they will be bringing along their state of the art racing trailer along
with three cars.

GAZZARD
ACCOUNTS

Liverpool
Motor Club

Club members meet at
The Unicorn Inn, Cronton
on the 2nd Tuesday of each month
from 8.00pm.
The Unicorn Inn,
405 Cronton Rd, Widnes,

Marshals wanted
at Aintree &
Barbon Manor
More marshals are always needed for Liverpool MC’s
Aintree sprints & track days, and the Hillclimbs at Barbon in Cumbria.
Can you help? Previous experience not required, nor
are a pair of those fetching orange overalls.
You can choose to go track side where inexperienced
marshals are always stationed with one of our regulars, and help is required in the assembly area and on
the start line too.
At Aintree we give £10 per volunteer towards your
travelling expenses and provide a free buffet lunch
too. And we guarantee a break of at least 40 mins for
lunch.

Interested? Want to know more?
There’s more information at

www.liverpoolmotorclub.com
or you can contact LMC’s Chief Marshal Bill Gray via
our website too.

Events 2018
28th April

Aintree Sprint

26th May

Track Day 1

9th June

Barbon 1

th

30 June

Aintree Sprint

7th July

Barbon 2

1st Sept

Aintree Sprint

2nd Sept

Sporting Bears
‘Dream Rides for Kids’

19th Sept

Greenpower Racing
Electric Car Races

6th Oct

Track Day 2

Registered Agent with
HM Revenue & Customs
Accounts and Book-keeping
services for Small Businesses.

We specialise in




Self Assessment,
CIS
VAT Returns.

We also cater for SMALLER
Limited Companies.
Workplace or Home/Evening
visits can be arranged.

We will offer you
the following :





Regular contact and advice
Assistance for Self Employed
Simple accounting practices
Friendly service and assistance

Serving Greater Manchester
and areas of Lancashire
and Cheshire.
Registered Office :
33 Acresfield Road,
Middleton,
Manchester. M24 2WT.
Office Tel No : 01706 - 629 - 896

E-Mail :

gazzard.accts@btinternet.com

MELLORS MASTERS
CAMBRIAN IN BRAND
NEW R5 PROTON
Ollie Mellors and Max Freeman stylishly
proved the pace of the Proton Iriz R5 on the
North Wales based Cambrian Rally; the pairing
fighting off a large contingent of R5 and WRC
machines to claim a maiden BTRDA victory.
The BTRDA season opening Cambrian Rally had by no means
attracted the largest of entries, but what it did boast was a quality filled top 20. And with this in mind, few would have expected
Ollie Mellors and Max Freeman, in the brand new Proton Iriz R5
to head the time sheets as the rally returned to the Llandudno
finish; especially given the pairing had never even met prior to
the event and many a WRC Ford were seeded in front of them.
The technical nature of the Snowdonia National Park stages
more often than not reward local knowledge, skill and bravery
however, and, despite the power disadvantage, it was the R5
cars which shone in the glorious North Wales sunshine.
Indeed, it was BRC regular Matt Edwards who leapt into a massive 16 second lead after the first run through Penmachno
South, only for his victory challenge to be dramatically cut short
when clipping a hidden log in stage 2. Under new regulations
however, Edwards and co-driver Darren Garrod were able to rejoin the event for the final four stages thus gaining valuable seat
time and continuing their utter domination of the stages; claiming stage victories by 6, 12, 8 and 4 seconds respectively! A
case of what might have been …
“To finish first, first you have to finish” is well known phrase in
rallying, and Mellors was in prime position to take advantage of
Edward’s indiscretion, taking a 7 second lead after stage 2 and
managing to hold the Focus WRC of Paul Bird and Jack Morton
at bay for the remainder of the event to record a mighty impressive 6 second victory, the most significant to date for the new
Iriz R5. An even more remarkable feat when you consider the
Proton suffered a puncture in the penultimate stage.
Bird may well have fancied his chances against R5 machinery
but, following a 2 year ban, will have been more than happy to
commence his full time BTRDA return with maximum points;
reward for the first championship registered crew home in second place overall.
Meanwhile, current champions Stephen Petch and Michael Wilkinson in the WRC Fiesta, made a strong start to their title defence. After a conservative approach to stage 1 saw them lying
8th overall, the WD40 sponsored Ford crew upped their speed
as the day went on to eventually round out the podium positions, just 30 seconds shy of the eventual winners.
Further back, Dylan Davies and Llion Williams claimed B13
class honours with 8th position overall in their Subaru Impreza
whilst Russ Thompson and Andy Murphy were the first
“showroom” class crew home in 10th aboard their Mitsubishi
Lancer Evo 9.
And, finishing just outside the top 40, Tom Coughtrie and Baz
Green claimed the first ever class H4 victory for pre-91 historic
machinery in their ex-works Mitsubishi Galant VR4.

Continued on Page 21

Cambrian
Continued from Page 20

SILVER STAR
The battle for 2 wheel drive victory was fought out by a wide variety of machinery and it was Ieuan Rowlands in the freshly built
Historic specification Avenger who was quickest out of the
blocks. Usually aboard a Volvo engined MK2, the Ffestiniog
resident, with Emyr Hall alongside, was using the event to
shakedown the BRM engined machine ahead of a full British
Historic campaign and held a 13 second Silver Star category
lead until a stage 4 puncture dropped them back.
17th, 14th and 15th fastest time in the remaining three tests would
however secure the local crew third place and top spot in the
historic category. On this evidence they will be at the sharp end
of the BHRC battle when the series kicks off on next month’s
Rally North Wales!
John Rowlands, in his usual B11 class MK2 Escort, would head
a 2WD top ten remarkably covered by just 52 seconds following
brother Ieuan’s issues in Alwen, themselves lucky to still be in
the event following a huge moment in stage 1 (see Facebook!)
And using his local knowledge to full effect was able to pull
away from the field over the afternoon stages to register a relatively comfortable Silver Star victory for he and Glenn Latham.
2nd in the Silver Star category represented a fantastic result for
Chris Powell and Jim Lewis in their 1400 Talbot Sunbeam. The
Herefordshire based duo putting in an incredible performance to
end the event just 24 seconds behind John Rowlands in
17th position overall and take the 1400 category by over 3.5
minutes!
Elsewhere, James Williams and Ross Whittock claimed the
combined B10/R2 honours with 19th overall in their Vauxhall Adam. BRC regular, William Creighton in his Peugeot 208 had
provided stiff early competition and held the class lead before losing 2 minutes in Penmachno North (SS6); thus
leaving the door wide open for Williams and Whittock to claim the honour of first front wheel drive crew home.
Owen McMakin and Lee Taylor registered class B12 victory with 24th position overall in their MK2 Escort after a day
long battle with Richard Sykes. Sykes was in fact leading the class by 4 seconds in his Citroen DS3 before ending
the day in a stage 6 ditch.
Josh Browne and Jane Edgington would wrap up a 23 second combined H1 & H2 historic class victory with
26th position overall whilst the second placed MK1 Escort crew of Ernie Graham and Robin Kellard were left to rue
the 26 seconds lost on the opening 2 stages of the event.
Zak Hughes and Tom Wood claimed N3 class victory with 33rdposition overall in their Fiesta ST whilst the Vauxhall
Nova crew of Perry Gardener and Toby Brick were first home in 1400c with 48thposition overall.
Rounding out the class winners, Sam & Liam Johnson and Matthew Baddeley & Shaun Hughes claimed the respective RF1.4 and RF2.0 classes in what turned out to be a tough event for the small contingent of Rally First crews.

And Finally
Concentrating on the front of the field you could be forgiven for believing UK Forest Rallying to be in good
health. However just 4 Rally First cars and not that many more 1400 machines started the Cambrian; the ludicrous
MSA running order regulations surely contributing to the decline in numbers. The second running of Llyn Elsi was
described as rough by the top runners so you can only imagine how it felt for the smaller runners at the back.
Rally 2WD appears to be the way forward for some rallies but this format is unlikely to suit the BTRDA Championship and Nicky Grist, amongst others, has called for a return to running 2 wheel drive and historic machinery nearer
the front. Let’s hope common sense prevails before too long as with just over a week to go before round 2, the Malcolm Wilson Rally, the entry list is not exactly bursting at the seams!
However, this should not deter from was ultimately an excellent Cambrian following the snow and ice enforced cancellation of last years event. The battle at the sharp end was as close as ever and despite long delays early on no
stage mileage was lost, for which the organisers deserve massive credit. But whilst the Cambrian has BRC ambitions for 2019, the question that has to asked is how sustainable the current BTRDA entry levels are? especially given last seasons hike in forestry commission charges. Changing the running order may well be the only viable solution …

Report & Images : Paul Commons
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Rocky start for Tommi
on 2018 Opener
The 2018 rally season got off to a slightly rocky start for 18
year-old Tommi Meadows on the Cambrian Rally at the weekend, when a driveshaft failure at the start of the event ended
any chance of a podium result.

Competing in the North Wales forests for the first time and
joined by Shannon Turnbull on the pacenotes, the Clitheroe
driver was hoping for a clean run, however their Ford KA only
managed to limp a few miles into stage one with one-wheeldrive before it wouldn't go any further.
"We had ordered a set of strengthened shafts, however unfortunately they were not ready in time for the Cambrian," explained Tommi, "we knew this was a weakness and it's just
unfortunate that the standard part failed and at the very start
of the rally".

After being recovered, mechanic Gareth Hooper was able to
resolve the issue and the young pairing returned to the stages
in the afternoon for some vital experience.
Having already been used once in the morning, many of the
afternoon's test were very rough and rutted, making it difficult
for crews to pick their way through with issues. With a result
now out of reach, the focus for these stages was Tommi &
Shannon to gel together on their first time with each other in
the car. They did just that, successfully bringing the 2300 Club
John Easson Award backed KA to the finish in Llandudno with
no further issues.

Speaking after the event, Tommi said "The outcome from this
weekend isn't what we wanted, but there are still positives to
take on board. Shannon did a brilliant job on the notes this
weekend and we worked well as a team, which gives me a lot
of confidence going forwards. I'm ready to pick up the pieces
and make sure that we make up for it on the Malcolm Wilson
Rally in 2 weeks time".
The BTRDA series heads to the Lake District for the Malcolm
Wilson Rally on 2nd March, where the team will be looking to
get some points on the board.

Tommi Meadows : Clitheroe & DMC
Primarily focussed on
the historic scene,
Paul Commons Motorsport offers a
one-stop solution for
Motorsport
Reporting and
Photography.

Paul Commons
Motorsport Photography
paul.commons@yahoo.co.uk
http://paulcommonsmotorsport.com
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Round 1 of the 2018 BTRDA Championship was the Llandudno
based Cambrian rally and I was alongside Jack Leese in the
Peugeot 208 R2 as we commenced our BTRDA Silverstar and more importantly R2 Cup campaign. The R2 Cup is a
new addition to the ever popular BTRDA series and is for cars running to R2 homologation specification and takes
the best 6 scores from 8 championship rounds. It is an ideal platform for anyone running one of the highly competitive R2 cars that want some even competition without the expense of contesting the BRC.
The Cambrian offered 43 stage miles in classic Welsh forests such as Penmachno and Alwen from its traditional
base in the famous seaside resort, but sadly for the first time in several years it wasn’t using the famous Great Orme,
mores the pity. Prior to the event Jack has done several days testing and we had both studied the route notes and
DVD in great detail to try and get the best out of both of us. In contrast to last years event that was cancelled due to
snow we were welcomed with unseasonably mild and dry weather with low lying sun a bigger issue than ice or snow.
The day started with the first of two runs through Pemmachno South. After Simon Rogers had a huge accident mid
way through the stage we had over an hour wait at the start but eventually got underway. The wet weather leading
up to the event had made the stages very slippery and boggy in places and a few miles in we were caught out on a
left hander when we approached a little too fast and rode up the bank on the left hand side. Thankfully no damage
was done and only a handful of seconds lost as Jack was quickly back up to speed. A mile and half from the end we
caught our minute man, a 1400cc MG ZR and were forced to back off as he clearly didn’t know we were there and
there was no way of us passing them. A short road section took us to Stage 2 where we seemed to be on the pace
again. Just before the mid point of the stage we approached a tight 90L and were waved to slow down by spectators
as the car in front had nose dived off the road and into the undergrowth. A few corners later approaching a hairpin
left Jack was forced to back off and adjust his line due to two spectators running in the road and leaving it very late
to get out the way.
Stage two was followed by the first Emergency Service of the day where we swapped front tyres and headed for
Stage 3. The first few miles of the stage were very fast and things were flowing well until we approached a right
hander too fast and after attempting to scrub enough speed off to make it round we slid off backwards and came to
rest against a bank. Jack tried to fire it up straight away but the digital dash was flashing up an error so I flicked the
kill switch off and back on and after precious seconds were lost eventually it burst into life and we were away again,
only to ride up the bank on the next left hander as the car didn’t seem to want to turn in. Fearing we had puncture I
told Jack to take it steady for the next half a mile to make sure everything was OK with the car then we pushed on. I
can only assume the new tyres weren’t quite warm enough hence the lack of grip as we got through the rest of the
stage without any more drama although the spin and stall had cost us 30 seconds. From the end of stage we had the
only visit to main service where little more than a spanner check was needed before the long run to Stage 4. This
was easily the fastest stage of the day with several long straights so we were prepared to push hard, perhaps too
hard though. On one straight we slid straight on at the end owing partly to a set back tree line and party by me pushing Jack too hard. Thankfully we just had to slot reverse, back up, then were back underway and reached the finish
just behind our minute man.
Stage 5 was a repeat of mostly Stage 1 and we seemed to have upped the pace compared to our first run but we
again found ourselves held up by another car after we caught the 1400cc Ka of Tommi Meadows 2 miles from the
end. He did eventually let us past, two corners from the end, but by that point the damage had been done as having
to back off considerably had cost us precious time. Stage 6 Penmachno North, hadn’t been used in the morning and
was one of the most enjoyable of the day with a faultless run seeing us set 29th fastest time. The final stage was
mostly a repeat of Stage 2 with a different couple of miles to finish. Other than a failing intercom battery forcing me to
repeat myself a few times the stage went well and we reached the finish with the car in one piece, 36th overall, 5th in
class and 3rd in the R2 Cup, a mere 3s behind 2nd place Bob Vardy. The event had gone well with our pace increasing all day and by the final few stages we were swapping times with the R2 leaders which bodes well for the rest of
the season. To say it was only Jack’s second gravel event he tackled the difficult stages very well without taking any
major risks. Our next outing is the Malcolm Wilson Rally where I hope my previous experience in the Lake District
forests will pay dividends.

Sam Spencer : Clitheroe & DMC and Malton MC

Clitheroe & DMC
Jack Neal Memorial Stages
February 9th
Steve Johnson/Steve Butler – Micra car 45

Now we should have been car 49 because those were
the numbers that were still on the car from the Hall Trophy, but Chris W. misheard Mr Johnson’s request. In theory we should have been car 41, because that’s where
we ended up on both events. Spooky.
The cold and wet weather meant that our little 1300 Micra had a fighting chance on its winter tyres and by stage
3 we had climbed all the way up to 31st overall after overtaking Dave Calvert in his 2.0L Pinto Escort, struggling to
get any grip at all. Stage 4 was to prove even more entertaining. Ahead of us, the aforementioned Mr Calvert
firmly in Steve’s sights. Behind us, a BMW Mini with just
a bit more power than us that sailed past on the back
straight, only for Steve to be firmly stuck on his tail
through the next series of corners. By this time we had
both caught Dave C who was still grappling with a total
lack of adhesion and ultimately lost it in a fast series of
bends. A dab on the brakes and an attempt by the mini to
go around the Escort was met with a Micra already
alongside driven by someone who doesn’t normally bother with brakes (“they
only slow you down”). However, not bothering with brakes meant too much
over-speed into the next fast bend and a quick excursion through the cones
(no Steve, it’s not an autotest!), got us past both cars then the brakes were
really needed to get round the square left into triangle, leaving the occupants
of an Escort and Mini wondering what just happened. Yes, you’ve been overtaken by a Micra.
Having said that, it turns out that we weren’t the quickest Micra out there.
Stage 5 saw another red one attempting to pass us, but Steve was having
none of it. Their attempt on stage 6, however, was more successful. The only
conclusion we could come to was that he was on 13” wheels, giving him more
acceleration than us on 14”. What else could it be?
Stage 7 seemed uneventful, except for out-braking what appeared to be an
indecisive BMW into a hairpin right, with a bit of handbraking to tidy things up.
However, the stage might have been more eventful than we thought. Having
simply stayed sat in the car at the end of the stage, waiting for stage 8, we
rolled up to the arrival marshal only to be informed that we had a flat rear tyre.
With formula one style efficiency, the spare was on and we were still in the
rally. However, the spare was of a lesser quality that the Yokohamas that occupied the other three wheels. Not only that, it was an inch smaller. The handling characteristics were, shall we say, entertaining.
For stage 9, it seemed like a good idea to even-up the size of the wheels on
the back, so off we went with 14” Yokohamas on the front and 13” whatever
tyres on the back. The handling went from entertaining to outrageous. I’ve
never been in a car with so much oversteer, the thing was undriveable! Clearly, loads of grip on the front from the Yokos and bugger-all at the back was
not the way to go. For the final stage, front and back were swapped and, heypresto, 20 seconds quicker.
The weather had dried out a bit in the afternoon and we had lost any advantage we might have had, despite the entertaining tyre choices. The heady
heights of 31st overall were diminished back to a reality of 41st. Still, and entertaining day’s sport. One day, we’ll get this tyre job sorted.
Thanks to my friends and colleagues at CDMC for putting on another first
class event and thanks as ever to all the marshals braving the freezing rain
and drizzle. Already looking forward to the Hall Trophy.
Steve Butler : from the left hand seat of more wayward than usual Micra.

Photos |Courtesy of Tom Irvine

Kylie Comes to Blyton!
Well, she may not have been there in person but
her song, Spinning Around, was ringing through the air
and being played on the accelerator of all competitors
and as they grappled with the continuing changing
conditions on the Jack Neal at Blyton this year.
The crews were met with a glittering icy circuit and
those that left their cars at the venue overnight, ourselves included, found them in the latest trend in vehicle wraps, Natural Frost! It was a typical bitterly cold
Blyton but the weather forecast was promising 8 deg C
and rain for the day! And surprisingly that did arrive
washing all the frost away before the first car set off to
find some grip on the, by now, damp morning tarmac.
Clitheroe MC were in charge again and the usual
warning about destroying the chicanes and blue tubs
was issued but this time there would be penalties and
there would be judges of fact in place. From what I
saw this looked to have worked although I am sure the
cone bill presented to the Clitheroe committee will
prove otherwise! There were the odd bits of destroyed
cone and wayward blue barrel on the stages throughout the day but nothing as bad as in the past. I managed to catch one barrel with my wing mirror and
move a rather large cone along during a particularly
neat spin but no cones or barrels were hurt in these
manoeuvres and we remained penalty free! We also
managed to escape the lens of MAD Video which is a
good thing!!
The stages were the same as previous years with
one addition of a sticking out bit on the entry in to the
fast bottom left corner used on the morning’s stages
forming a small chicane. This made everyone go slower into the long sweeping left, usually on cold tyres, so
less spins and destruction to the large black bales took
place this year. It helped the early morning decision
process as well because you had no choice but to approach that corner slower so no thought about entry
speed was required! Stages 1and 2 were damp but
when 3 and 4 were set up it was wet, very wet, which
resulted in the Kylie moments. I think everyone had a
moment on these stages with back ends swapping
with front, and backsides twitching like rabbits noses
all the way round the stage. We had a moment under
heavy breaking in the wiggly bits which resulted in the
cone attack but because everyone else was playing
spin the rally car we didn’t lose too much time. I also
had a go at losing some more time by making up my
own stage but Ann made sure I went the right direction
as she saw me heading on the wrong line towards a
row of cones rather than taking the 6 left we were supposed to be attempting!
But on stage 6 we had the biggest spin and luckiest
escape of my brief rallying career! You know that time
when you think you can go faster and brake later but
then find out you can’t?

Continued on Page 26
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Well it was one of those! From the top end of the circuit to a sharp 90 degrees right hand bend ¾ of the way
down was a fast run through flowing corners and a nice
straight. Failure to stop at the end of this run would be
rectified by a large barrier draped in impressive Ginetta
banners preceded by a short stint on some supper slippery grass. Put simply it was going to go crunch!
What’s the worst that could happen? I had my Hans
device located correctly, my lucky spill kit in place and
my fire extinguishers serviced the day before; I was
golden! So I left my braking a little later and pressed the
middle peddle a bit harder. The wee Peugeot 106 Rallye
seemed to respond with positive feedback and some G
forces, which crushed my in built hand warmers up
against the crutch strap of the harness! Life was good,
all was in control and I was a super hero in my own head
for being that little bit braver. Then the view out of the
front windscreen was of where I had been rather than
where I was going. The Ginetta banners disappeared
and the throbbing in my groin ceased! We were going
backwards at a rate of knots and I knew there was a
large round solid bale of straw on the inside of the corner
and on our current flight path. As the tyres screeched
and the bale loomed I said to Ann that this was going to
make a bang but it never arrived! Instead the Peugeot
had guided itself in such a way that the navigators side
(of course!) rear corner of the car hit the big bale, spun
us round to the right and set us up perfectly for the exit!!
Into 1st gear and off we went! We finished the stage, got
back to our wind swept service spot and checked for
damage. Nothing! The flimsiest of French bumpers on
the flimsiest of French cars had absorbed the result of
my overzealousness, result!
The other positive side of the slippery conditions were
that at the height of the rain and cold we were actually in
21st position! The small engine Rallye was revelling in
the rain and was superb fun through the tight twisty bits.
The tyres were working well and we were having a
laugh. We were still miles off the class 1 leaders Anthony
Deegan and Shane Smith in their Subaru Justy but they
were doing an impressive job of climbing up the standings in their 1.4 flying machine, finishing a credible 14th
overall and first in class. Our main challengers to our 2nd
in class trophy were Adi Collins and Jon Hudson in their
1300 Micra. We followed them briefly after they had an
impressive spin in front of us and were putting the Micra
through its paces. We kept ahead of them on most stages building a spin resistant gap between us as insurance
against any more rash late braking decisions I may have
had!!
And that’s how the day ended. The afternoon stages
kept us all entertained and saw plenty more rotating action on most corners.
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The only action the Rallye saw off the stage was a
change of tyres, securing a wayward wiper blade and a
quick look under the bonnet to see if the engine was
still running, it’s that quiet! Unfortunately the tyre
change was required during the heaviest of the rain
resulting in Stephen getting soaked which he was over
the moon about! Our second service crew member,
Claire, fitted the numbers in the morning then retired to
the service car to look at the inside of her eyelids and
catch up with the latest gossip provided by OK! Mind
you, it was bitterly cold in the car and my adrenalin
fuelled reports of each stage did little to warm her up!
Not opening and closing the door all the time to tell her
how good fun we were having might have been more
beneficial to her chilled bones! But she kept on smiling
and willing us on and was a god send when we got
home helping me unload the car and shifting the fleet
of cars around to get everything put away.
Rallies on flat circuits aren’t everyone’s cup of tea
but they attract some fantastic cars, are great for spectators to enjoy and allow crews (read drivers) to make
the most incredible bad decisions and get away with
minor damage! You can see just how much you can
push yourself and the car and come away with a few
seconds lost or a dented door which isn’t always the
case in the forests. You get to work with your navigator
and build up the trust required before you make the
expensive leap on to the tree lined slippery tracks if
that’s your intention. We had a great day and came
away with another award in what must be the cheapest
class to run in as we only used about 20 litres of fuel
and the same tyres we used back in November.
The hardy fleet of marshals, time keepers and officials must be a well-insulated bunch although the pie
and peas at lunch must go some way to luring them
out of their cosy beds to come and make sure the
event can run. A big thank you to them all for their continued support of the rallies at Blyton, I hope all our
‘moments’ helped make the day an enjoyable one.
Thank you also to Stephen and Claire for all their work
on and with the car, it’s a long day and without them it
would be an even longer one! And to Ann for keeping
me going the right direction and making sure we were
at the right place at the right time even when I decided
going backwards in to the corner was the best approach!

Neil Raven : Ilkley & DMC

Liverpool Motor Club
Supplementary Regs

for the 3 popular Aintree Sprints and 2 Barbon Hillclimbs
are all now available at www.liverpoolmotorclub.com
Our on-line booking service is also up and running for all
these events, but don’t delay as entries are pouring in already!

Aintree Sprints:
28th April,
30th June & 1st September
Barbon Hillclimbs:
9th June & 7th July
The qualifying events in the 2018 LMC Speed Championship are all now confirmed. Competitors have a great
choice from 24 rounds at 7 of the most popular sprint &
hillclimb venues in the North, North Midlands and North
Wales.
If you are contending the SD34, ANWCC or LMC Championships, you stand a good chance in the others too, as
many of the qualifying events are shared by all 3 championships. Lots more information
at www.speedchampionship.com

Well I hadn’t done a stage rally since the Hall trophy,
back in November, Geoff was still waiting for bits for his
gearbox, in the T90, so I was pleased when Brandon
(Smith) asked me to do the rally in his new GTR version,
this one, was the fifth Darrian I’ve sat in at Blyton, and
certainly one of the nicest.
We got there Friday afternoon to help set up the
track, it was dry but cold, with that finished, we scrutineered, noise was before the first stage, and left the car
in the barn overnight, and off to the digs for a shower
and change before heading off to the pub, meeting up
with the rest of the CDMC crew for a lovely meal, and a
few beers/wine before an early nightish!
Saturday morning, were car 5, and its frosty, we are
undecided on a full wet or inters, or a mixture of the two,
we play safe and go for wets, as it’s so cold. No problem
with noise test at the stage start, down the first straight,
and into the first bend, which had been altered from previous years to slow you down, and push you out wider,
two and a half laps into the finish, all gone well no moments or traffic, 3.05 I tell Brandon, that’s a good time as
the fastest last year was 2.57 in the dry. Into service and
we check the tyre temperature, even the wets hadn’t got
up to heat, but were forth and happy. Stage 2, 2.58 still
forth, and first two wheel drive, but it’s starting to rain, we
will keep the wets on. Two new stages, it’s very wet and
cold, the 4WD cars are taking seconds out of us, eighth
fastest. The rain is coming down harder; we can’t get the
power down, and were dropping down the top ten.
SS5/6/7/8 more of the same, were lying 8th, two to go
and it starts to dry up, up to 6th after SS9 nothing to
gain, but plenty to lose, we go out for the last stage,
we’ve been on wets all day a change to inters would of
been more suitable, but the lads had started to pack up,
wets for the last it is, 6th fastest, 6th O/A, first in class,
and first RWD, the car has run faultlessly, Brandon has
driven well, happy days.
Big thanks to all the marshals who stood out in the
cold/wet, and turned the stages round in super quick
time as usual. Special thanks to Chris & Heidi for putting
on another great rally, no doubt we will be back for the
Hall trophy,
Brandon Smith/Terry Martin : C&DMC : Darrian GTR

Slippy McSlide Face
The first stage rallying excursion of the year saw me at the
Blyton Park Circuit for Clitheroe’s Jack Neal Memorial Rally
and since it was out home club’s event we went down the day
before to help the set up crew finish off making the stages
before we went to the pub for a cracking tea and a few
laughs.
The day of the event came and we were soon presented with
the days conditions which was rain, rain and more rain but the
slightly more pressing issue was a lack of a certain bloke
called Dave and his MK2 until about 10 minutes after the first
car went live when after a few map (or lack of) moments he
finally made it here and a storming effort from Chris and Heidi
Woodcock, Matt Broadbent, Sam Spencer and the days Scrutineers meant we got all our stages in and soon were back on
track as if nothing was amiss.
The rest of the day went swimmingly apart from a total lack of
grip in any form which meant we had some interesting cornering techniques but all in all it was a good day and the event
was run like absolute clock work very slick and big well done
to everyone on the organising team and all the marshals for
braving the repeated free showers they got throughout the
day

Dave Calvert and Matthew Hewlett,
Clitheroe & DMC
Car 41, Ford Escort MK2 Pinto

Round One:
The Mini Monte

As 2018 would be our first full year at the sport for me
at least, we had decided to do the SD34 road rally
championship so we joined the very large contingent
from Clitheroe and District Motor Club and put an entry
in for the Ryemoor Trophy Rally.

MALTON MC

Ryemoor Trophy Rally
20/21st January

The event came around right at the same time as all
the snow and ice did so we were a bit apprehensive
about how we would get on but we made our way over
and got the Proton Satria Gti that we would be campaigning this year off the trailer and made out way
round to noise and scrutineering, whilst which was a bit
nerve racking because when we came to move up the
que the car wouldn’t start for ages before it finally burst
into life and we were away.
The rest of the formalities went without issue and we
soon found ourselves at MTC 1 for what would be by
far the most challenging event we’d ever done with the
fact that is was my first plot and bash event and it there
was enough ice about to challenge Monte - Carlo on a
brisk day!

Chris & Matt Hewlett

We made our way down to the tests at Driffield Airfield which was a new feature to the event and after a
short detour we arrived a little behind schedule. The
tests proved to be very slippery and we soon learnt that
forest tyres weren’t the best choice for the night but all
in all they were every enjoyable and really added to the
event, we even got a free car wash on exit.

Tony Harrison / Matt Broadbent
We then set about getting to the start of the first section and after a quick splash and dash fill up we got setPhotos Courtesy of Matthew Rudd Photography
tled in and ready for battle, as it was my first plot and
bash event I was quite nervous at this point because I had no idea what was waiting for me at the front of the que
but it turned out to be tulips which I got plotted quickly and mistakenly thought that this plot and bash lark isn’t all
that bad after all.
After the first section the whole night seemed to get gradually worse as the event went on because the navigation
got more and more difficult and I started to get thing I’d never seen before and the road conditions seemed to get
worse as the night wore on to the point where on the last section which was London map we slotted up this lane
and got about 200 yards and joined the back of the field because a car had gone off and blocked the road and one
thing lead to another and they ended up scrubbing the section which was great for us because we cut and went to
the finish anyway.
All in all it was certainly the most difficult thing I’d ever done as a navigator and a baptism by fire (or ice) into the
SD34 but we got round and that was all I wanted to do but as always the organising team and marshals deserve a
mention for all the hard effort they put in and the cold weather they had to brave on the night.

Chris and Matthew Hewlett,
Car 25, Proton Satria GTI,
Clitheroe & DMC

Hexham & DMC

John Robson

Navigational Rally
24/25th February

Now you’re only going to get half a report – because
we only did half a rally. More of that later.
Mark was a little shocked when he saw the seeding
and, to be honest, I suspect that Jonathon (Webb, the
C of C) has a little more faith in my navigational skills
than I have.
Photo Courtesy of Chris Ellison
That said, the navigation was fairly straightforward for
the experts and probably more of a challenge for the novices. The use of whites straight from the off might have been
a shock to the system with the “all roads” navigation, but the whites on the tulips were helpfully dotted which made it
easier. Picking out the numbers from the road signs used as passage checks was a bit tricky, but it did the job of taking a bit of time out of us.
I don’t remember the roads in the first three sections being the roughest I’ve ever been down, but that’s where we
picked up our first puncture. Thankfully there was a long transport section after IRTC 4 which meant we could have a
bit of penalty free lateness to change a wheel. That got Mark into a bit of sweat, even at -2, whilst I stayed sat in the
nice warm car plotting a later section that we’d been given at the first control. Back on four fully inflated tyres, although one was now an odd size, we were off to find TTC 6. There was a minor confusion with this in that we had
been given the location of TTC 6 at signing on, but on the first proper handout it was located somewhere else. I’d decided that the alternative location was the logical one and was a little surprised to see a load of cars queuing for a
control that clearly wasn’t there. Anyway, we sailed past them and arrived at the correct TTC 6 with 9 minutes
dropped for changing a wheel.
The next couple of sections took us around Hexham down some nadgery yellows and a couple of whites (I think – I
haven’t drawn all the route on the map) and we dropped a couple of minutes. No big deal and was probably due to
slightly unfortunate handling characteristics from the odd spare. The next couple of sections from TTC 11 were
something we already had plotted, so I could give Mark some proper navigation. Again, more nadgery yellows and
another couple of minutes dropped. By this time, the car was making some unwelcome noises, which went unmentioned and we pressed on, but not at full steam I don’t think. Something wasn’t right.
Next was a monster of a section through Wark forest (just the forest road, not the actual forest tracks, but it wasn’t
exactly a smooth yellow) and as far North as Kielder (just to the West of it) and back down to Bellingham for petrol.
Wark was to be our undoing. After emerging from Wark and about half way through the section I felt compelled to
mention my discomfort at the increasingly loud and strange noises coming from outside the car. Inside the car, Mark
was as calm as custard. There was, however, a conversation to be had.
Mark: “How far to petrol”
Me: “A long way. Probably about 8 or 10 miles”
Mark: “I’ve a confession to make”
Me: “Oh yes?”
Mark: “we’ve got another flat and we’ve had it for the last 10 miles”
Both: “I think we’re done. Let’s cut to petrol and see if we can inflate the other flat. This one will be knackered”
So that was that. Rally over and we only just made it back to petrol before the front offside tyre made a bid for freedom from the rim. A real pity, because we were really enjoying the route and roads up to that point and other than
attempting to rally on three wheels, no real problems. A massive thank you to Steve and Ian Mitchell for lending us a
spare so that we could get back home. That was a real life saver.
Mark’s convinced there was something else up with the car besides only having three wheels. A broken spring or other suspension damage is suspected. I await the damage report as I write. The entry’s going in for the Primrose,
though.
Thanks to Jonathon, Ali and the rest of the small team from Hexham for a superb (half) event. (I’m sure the second
half was just as good). And thanks again to all the marshals for standing out in the freezing cold so that we can have
out fun.
If I can convince Paul or Mark to make the 5 hour round trip again, we’ll be back next year.

Steve Butler – from the left hand seat of a battered but determined Clio.

Hexham & DMC

John Robson

Navigational Rally
24/25th February

I’d agreed to sit in with Dominic a while back, so I had
been looking forward to the rally for quite some time. I’d
even had the opportunity to brush up on my plot & bash
with Tony Harrison on the Ryemoor. Nonetheless, it
was a while since I’d done the John Robson; the last
time was driving it with Joe Cruttenden navigating. Ended up with quite a good result on that occasion (our
best in fact)!
We had an interesting run out to the start venue, which
was truly in the middle of nowhere. No bad thing, especially as we got to start the first competitive straight out
of the venue! On the way to the event, I ended up taking us up towards Brough and over towards Stanhope;
what a road! Probably not the shortest way, but it definitely got me in the mood.
Anyway, all through noise and scrutineering, and then
we had to pop out to put some petrol in. Well, with the
start venue being so remote, this turned out to be a rather lengthy round trip! We got back fine anyway and
waited around at the start venue until it was our time to
go. As I mentioned previously, it was a real treat to start
straight from the start venue, and without much plotting
to do beforehand.
Interestingly, we were mingled in with the historics,
which after previous events, I thought might be a problem. As it turned out, it was no bother at all, but it was a
bit odd queuing up with a Volvo PV544 sat behind! Into
the first section we go, and I immediately struggled to
get my head around the handout. We got the first slot,
and then we’re down this fairly rough white. I’ve learnt
not to try and plot on these roads, as this is how you
end up ill. It was a bit frantic as we got to the end
though, and back onto a tarmac road. I then called a
route check late (on a road sign no less), and we had to
reverse to get it.
Then I made what I thought (at the time at least), was a
crucial and early error. I came too early into an intermediate time control and booked us in 33 seconds early.
Kicking myself, I was adamant that the time should be
given when we handed the time card over. I think I got
this wrong as it turned out. Not used to waiting outside
a control, we then stormed into the next one (timed to
the second again, a nice touch for cumulative timing),
and got a second early penalty.

Continued on Page 32
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John Robson Rally
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By this point, I was pretty mad at myself. Dom could
sense it to. In previous years, this would have cost us
a decent result. In hindsight, there were plenty of other opportunities to drop time, and this didn’t decide
the rally. But sat in that seat on Saturday night, I was
disappointed with myself. We carried on regardless,
getting through the next few sections in a relatively
fraught manner. This included a spin on a downhill
90L 90R that I failed to call because I was busy trying
to figure out the route instructions. Thankfully, we
survived relatively unscathed, with no real damage.
The next puzzling aspect was the start of the next
section. I had been given it previously as a re-join
point, so proceeded to that location. When we got
there, and despite waiting around the corner for
some time, there was no control to be seen. A lot of
puzzled faces, and a number of cars flying around in
all manner of directions, it finally twigged. At the bottom of the previous handout, there was a grid reference for the control: it was different to that on the pre
-plot! Anyway, we got ourselves going and on the
right road. With it being a transport section, it was
penalty free lateness, but it still ebbed away at our
maximum lateness, which is always going to be important on a plot & bash event.
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The rest of the first half was all manageable and included a nice blast through a forest. I wouldn’t say I
was having a whole lot of fun though, and we arrived
into petrol hoping the second half would be better. I
knew that a decent result probably wasn’t on the
cards, but I’m not one to give up, so we pressed on
regardless.
The second half went much better, and despite some
technical (and lenghtly) navigation, we got around
trouble free. A small wrong slot cost us a bit of time,
but nothing major. A final blast around another forest
section was a nice way to end the night, and I was
happy to be back at the finish without having had too
many issues.
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I was apprehensive as we ate our pies and waited for
results to go up. I was just hoping we hadn’t done too
bad. To my surprise, we were 5th overall and 1st semi
-expert. I couldn’t believe it, and judging by Dom’s
face when I told him, neither could he. It looks like a
lot of other people found the night tricky, and we’d
managed to keep our nose relatively clean.
A mysterious 5 minute penalty had been given to us,
but on further enquiry, we had gotten one of the code
boards (sign-posts!) wrong. Not sure what happened
there, as we had definitely been there (I got one of
the two mileages correct!) but it cost us 2nd overall.
Continued on Page 33
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John Robson Rally
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As they say, that’s rallying though! I was happy with
the end result, even though it didn’t feel like we were
doing so well during the night. Always worth getting a
finish; you really do have no idea how anyone else got
on!

Matthew Broadbent
Clitheroe & DMC
Car 14
Photo Courtesy of Jez Turner
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John Robson

Navigational Rally
&

Hexham

Historic Rally
24/25th February

This was the 2nd year of dynamic but diminutive duo
of Jonathon Webb and Ali Procter organising and it
turned out to be an absolute cracker. A strong entry
included previous winners Hemingway/Collis, Newby/
Waller in their new Proton and Featherstone/Heriot in
a very smart Fiesta ST. Sam Spencer had a scare
mid-week when Jon Bossen’s car wasn’t ready; recent podium finisher at the Bruce Robinson Paul
Rowland and his Mivec-powered Proton stepped in.
The other side to this event was the Historic category, where Tony Harrison and Paul Taylor brought the
big Peugeot 504 to compete with a wonderful Triumph 2000 and a brace of Anglias. These cars were
seeded in with the main event to keep marshals on
their toes. I was navigating in a familiar car, my father’s Volvo PV544, with an unfamiliar driver, Dan
Willan. I’m still not quite sure what wine was dished
out in order to secure the use of the car, the only
thing that is certain is that there must have been
plenty of it.
Limited plotting at sign on, although Beginners were provided with a marked map to assist in their enjoyment of the
evening’s sport. Us Experts were up for a night of full plot and bash and given I made it 1.5miles in the prior year before the crown wheel imploded I had no reference on how the event would play out. Competitive straight out of
MTC1 with my nerves high and after being waved into the first control I checked Dan in 30s early at the 2 nd by passing the board, stupid mistake with more to come!
With no sector times at the time of publishing I can only assume that most crews cleaned the first few controls although the whites had the front end of the Volvo jumping and showing up the limited travel available.
The 2nd selective started after a cheeky neutral slot south of Hexham which Dom Mctear and Matt Broadbent missed
just after we’d allowed them to overtake and re-take position, so we had a clean run behind Tony and his Peugeot,
catching him before the end of the 3mile section. Although unbeknownst to me recording some mileages incorrectly
from road signs, a unique feature of the event which removes the need for codeboards, and costing me a 5min penalty.
We then stumbled onto everybody’s favourite section, the photographer! Dan tried a handbrake, realised 56-year
old drums don’t do lock and we serenely understeered towards the media, maybe not the look he was going for!
Things got a bit better east of Bardon Mill where we nailed a hard to find white junction off an A road and overtook
the flying Sirion of Steve Entwhistle and Nick Cooper who slotted in behind us. There they would stay until the end
of the section as the Volvo showed them the way towards the moors.
The great thing about these moors is that they were reading as per map and I felt I could give Dan a good bit of information, until the ice appeared and that certainly wasn’t in the plan. Fortunately it was half way round a corner so I
didn’t see it; driver’s issue that. The transport caught a few out with some NAM bends over crests and a few disappeared in the bogs, but thanks to the plucky Nova of Tomos Parry no-one remained there.
Up until now the handouts had been tulips, spot heights, grid lines and such like, enough to keep the navigator busy
and remove some road calling. Now we were provided with a map of the forest and into the gravel we went. Sam
Ambler and Seddy Sedgwick were marshalling the end of this section and after sliding the Volvo effortlessly for
10km we were pleased to get back onto the certainty of tar and head off to Petrol via RTC 16.
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This control was a family affair with Mrs Procter manning the station and she provided a bit of a stinker of a
handout. Pictures of the map with lines directing you
through, but it was over 2 maps! With several junctions
to accommodate we kept it together through Lanehead
and onto Troughend Moor where we slotted onto a
“yellow”, well it was represented as such on the map. It
was brown and gravelly on the road with turnips everywhere in reality… it was here that Stan Featherstone in
the new Fiesta ST starting struggling with fuel and
limped the car back to petrol, costing them a chance at
challenging for victory in the 2nd half. It was Rowland
and Spencer leading the way at halfway with Matt
Flynn and Rob Bryn Jones waiting in the wings.
We were soon underway again and intricate use of
lanes around Wark saw most of the field cheered on by
Hemingway/Collis retiring through illness. Saying I was
gutted to see Sambo retire is probably the wrong word,
but I hope he is back soon feeling better; he is the
benchmark in the north right now. Selective 2 saw the
unlucky Newby/Waller have farmyard troubles and they
waved us into a quick slot right, although it’s more like
sailing the Volvo into slots. Some great hairpins saw
the back step out, driver enjoyment possibly, let’s be
honest, passenger too, it’s what we’re here for.
With a final flurry around Wark we made our way long
trip south on the A68 and hurried electrics were investigated since we’d lost all spots since petrol, somewhat
of a disadvantage when your headlights are twice as
old as you. TTC28 saw the shake-up as Rowland/
Spencer dropped time with a dodgy junction and Flynn/
Jones stormed into a lead which they wouldn’t relinquish.
The final two sections epitomised what the John Robson is all about; tight lanes with loads of PCs marshalled by friendly faces and then into Slaley forest for
the finale. 4mins (if you were on time) of flat out fun, so
much so we had to take a code board during a 4-wheel
drift and we won’t have been the only ones.
Back at Derwent reservoir there were plenty of smiling
faces where we enjoyed pie and peas since it was 3am
and not 6am, the advantages of an 8pm start. Results
processed by the team and Flynn/Jones take their
maiden win with standout performances from Holmes/
Holmes in 4th and 1st novices. Special mention to Louis
Baines who after 3 years of scaring Kris Coombes in
his 106, had the treatment dished out on him in the
mighty Micra with a great 6th overall.
The Volvo took the spoils in the Hexham Historic, just
under a minute ahead of the Peugeot of Harrison/
Taylor although my 2 code board errors accounted for
a fair bit of that (vs 1 for the Peugeot). The most impressive part wasn’t the driving of the loaned car, a
new navigator and no spots, but 2nd overall on the 2nd
half of the event 21s behind Flynn/Jones. Incredible
pace, incredible noise (twin 40s) and big smiles at the
finish, home for 6am rallying doesn’t get much better.
Thanks to Hexham and District Motor Club for keeping
rallying alive in the North East. Great support from
your members and marshals and I’ll be back for another go next year.

Simon Frost

John Robson

Navigational Rally
24/25th February

Blowing off the cobwebs
After a considerable lay off from competing as a driver on
road rallies (my last start being the Westmoreland 2007
and even then retiring after about 5 miles with a vanishing
aux belt). My best result had been the 2006 Countdown
we managed 4th o/a 1st i/c, you could say I was quite excited for the John Robson. Competing with my usual driver and pal Louis Baines this was our first time in each other’s shoes.
I know Louis is more than competent on the maps as he
organises 12 car and scatter rallies for our club and we’d
done course closing duties previously on other events.
The only real unknown was the car, a 1400cc Nissan Micra (as much power as Louis would allow from experience), a car we had only decided to use in January.
We set to work putting on some suspension, braided
brake hoses, and some new pads. Then a roll cage, seat
rails and the sump guard. Red faced from weeks of welding, grinding and earache from the other halves about the
late nights we had the car ready for a shakedown – the
Preston Motorsport Club February Autosolo 2 weeks before the road rally. Everything was going well until I
clipped a truck tyre pulling the nearside leg out which included the bottom arm, shaft etc. Bugger!
So a week of straightening and some more new parts it
was straight – ish and ready for a wash and loading onto
the trailer for the 143 mile journey to the start venue at
Derwent Reservoir in Kielder.
Just coming up to junction 36 on the M6 and we had a
puncture on the trailer. Luckily we have enough tools to
change for the spare. I was hoping this wasn’t a sign of
how the night was going to pan out. This night event to
date is the furthest we’ve been from home, the only event
previously further for myself was the Shaw Trophy.
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Noise and scrutineering done (always a relief) we
signed on and caught up with some friends we’d
not seen since the Clitheronean in September. Dan
Willan’s event prep now seemingly consists of a
wash and blow dry for his curly locks and we saw
Sam Spencer performing vocal warm ups for the
chorus of questions at the drivers briefing. Colin,
Jo, Terry, Sam and Ben the marshals kindly volunteered to come and support us and the event had
signed on for 2 controls they were quickly on their
way.
Seeded car 17 we were behind Tony Harrison in his
lovely looking Peugeot 504, a historic entry and the
car is pretty old to!
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We set off into the first section, tarmac at first then
onto the first white. The car only has about 90bhp
and turning the gravel tyres we had on was proving
to be a bit of a struggle. I adopted the fail-safe
method of just throw it at everything and hopefully it
pays off. It did, we had a relatively clean run from
the driver’s seat, nothing major to report on. A depart had been overlooked, as a result we missed a
control and gained a 5 minute penalty in the first
half.
I didn’t envy Louis’ job on the night there was plenty
to keep his head in the map and his mind away
from what was going on with the car. Pieces of paper with different plotting definitions on being handed through the window, nothing particularly difficult
nor nothing we hadn’t seen before but add the presPhoto Courtesy of Chris Ellison
sure of being in the car and against the clock this
certainly resulted in Louis brain being tested. A quick check of the oil and wheel nuts at petrol and a whole £23 to fill
it back up again for the 2nd half. A cheeky little loop somewhere at the beginning of the 2nd half cost us another 5
minutes looking for the control. A well-paced event without loads of hanging about the 2 forest sections where fantastic, I’d never been a fan of whites and rough stuff having only run road tyres previously but I had an absolute
blast. We did pass 2 cars changing punctures after some rough parts but definitely a worthwhile addition to the
route. On the start line of the last section Slaley Forest, I said to Louis “I’m not taking it easy now, if it’s made it this
far then it will make it to the finish”, there were 2 cars in the finish control when we got there so we’d ascertained
we’d taken some time out of them at least.
Trailer loaded up and a belly full of pie, chips, peas and gravy we thought we’d had a shocker as far as a result
went, plus the 3 hour journey home we left the event before results had been posted only to learn on the way home
we’d managed 6th o/a and 2nd i/c! Very happy with that and we will definitely return in future. Well done to Matt Flynn
and Rob Bryn Jones on their 1st win. Also thank you to the organisers for putting on a very good event. Please don’t
let the navigation put you off from entering these types of events. Practise your plotting techniques and get out to try
them. The roads and forest sections where too good to miss! Just 2 new front struts to put on before the next
event, the Bilstein B4’s have cried enough.
As a side note we both agree having done either side of the car now it does help. So maybe we’ll see more crew
doing this in future, I hope so?

See you all on the Primrose.
Kris Coombes
Preston Motorsport Club
Silver Nissan Micra Car 17

Hexham & DMC

John Robson

Navigational Rally
24/25th February

This year’s event was the first night event for me for a
couple of years and also apart from an historic daylight event in a Porsche 911 with Iain Tullie this was
the first event for me in a car other than a classic Mini
for over 10 years. It came about as my Rally of The
Tests navigator, Ali Proctor was one of the organizers,
my very good friend Neil Johnson has bought a Targa/Night
event Daihatsu Sirion for us to share, and Nick Cooper who I
have known for a few years now, I had paired him with Tony
Jardine back in December for LeJog , was to sit with me for the
first time.
Saturday afternoon we had an enjoyable drive up to the Derwent Sailing club in bright winter sunshine for noise and scrutineering which passed without any dramas. I met up with Nick,
this was his first modern road rally for a good few years, and he
settled himself into the car while we drove up to Corbridge to fill
up with fuel. Starting at car 9, we left the start venue at 20.09
straight into the first section which used some whites. Finger
post mileages were used on most sections of the event as route
checks, unfortunately Nick only remembered this after we had
passed the first three! Measuring the distances on the map we
put our best estimates in!
The event continued with some cracking roads, some stretches
a little ’colonial’ , glad I wasn’t in the Mini, the Daihatsu performing very well for a very unassuming looking car. We arrived with
many other crews on a main road and pulled up to wait to book
into a control, one having been cancelled, sat there twiddling
our thumbs before Nick noticed a different approach direction,
hence we set off flat out to said control, we were late!!
Petrol was taken in Bellingham which was chaotic as everyone
seemed to have their own views on how to approach the small
narrow forecourt and pumps. Anyway we filled up, and then we
parked in the car park up the road awaiting our times, this was
done to try and alleviate cars blocking the main road. The second half went pretty well, apart from a wrong slot which cost us
probably four minutes, had a dice chasing Dan in the PV Volvo
at one point and chasing Tony Harrison in the big 504 who went
off on a 90 left while we were following, he didn’t slow down and
after charging through the undergrowth with mud and steam
flying re-joined the road at undiminished speed! Very entertaining!
Back at the finish we arrived after a cracking blast round Slaley
forest, were I sat and devoured the steak pie and chips on offer!
I was starving! I really enjoyed the event, the route was superb,
excellent marshals who braved a bitterly cold night, the car was
way better than expected and with no issues at all. Nick was by
his own admission a bit rusty with things, and slightly disappointed with just slipping outside the top ten, but we got 2nd expert and had good fun!
Many thanks to Nick and not least Neil Johnson for the use of
his super little car, now then, where’s the regs for…
(Primrose Perhaps????? - Mo)

Steve Entwistle : HRCR
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DAYINSURE WALES RALLY GB

WELCOMES NEW CLOSED-ROADS OPPORTUNITIES





Welsh Government passes significant new legislation
2018 Dayinsure Wales Rally GB to explore exciting implications
World championship rally driver Elfyn Evans hails new initiative
WRC comes to UK in early October

International Motor Sports Ltd (IMS), organiser and promoter of Britains round of the FIA World Rally Championship, is delighted that new laws facilitating closed-road motor sport events have today (2 February 2018) come into
force in Wales.
The new regulations follow a long campaign by the UK governing body of four wheeled motor sport, the Motor
Sports Association (MSA), and allows IMS to explore a range of new opportunities for this years Dayinsure Wales
Rally GB route (4-7 October).
"We have been working closely with the Welsh Government on achieving this exciting piece of legislation, remarked Ben Taylor, Managing Director of Dayinsure Wales Rally GB. We are already looking at what this might mean
for this years event.
Whether its the introduction of an entire special stage set on closed roads or just closing a small section of highway
to link two existing forest tests, we will be considering all the options. Its really exciting!
The landmark development for Welsh motor sport comes after the MSA spent several years campaigning for a
change in the law to allow local authorities to suspend the Road Traffic Act for authorised motor sport events, without
requiring individual Acts of Parliament. New enabling legislation commenced in England on 10 April 2017.
Following a further consultation, the Welsh Government has now published its own Statutory Instrument that will
facilitate closed-road motor sport in Wales from 2 February 2018. As in England, it names the MSA and its sister governing body for two-wheel UK motor sport, the Auto-Cycle Union (ACU), as the authorising bodies for closed-road
motor sport events such as racing, rallying and hillclimbs.
Dolgellaus Elfyn Evans, FIA World Rally Championship (WRC) driver and winner of the 2017 Dayinsure Wales Rally GB, welcomed the news as a huge boost for motor sport in his home country.
Wales has some of the best driving roads in Europe and this initiative will provide the perfect platform to showcase
the very best of the Welsh countryside, said Evans. With the success of events like Dayinsure Wales Rally GB, Welsh
motor sport is very much on the up and this will only encourage even more visitors to our region.
Cabinet Secretary for Economy and Transport Ken Skates said: Wales is home to a dynamic automotive sector
with an annual turnover of some 3 billion and this is an excellent opportunity to inspire people to become a part of automotive and engineering industries in the future. I also recognize how such events can boost local, often rural, economies through increased tourism and hospitality, and offer community opportunities such as volunteering.
The final route for the 2018 Dayinsure Wales Rally GB will be announced in April when tickets go on sale. Last
years event attracted more than 100,000 visitors, a record since the rally moved to north Wales in 2013.

Radio Mutterings
February 2018

Ian Davies : Gemini 23

On a cold and frosty morning it’s an early start to sign
on for about 07:30am at an inevitably cold and windy Blyton circuit for the running of this popular Clitheroe & District MC event. Under the direction of Clerk of Course, our
very own Chris Woodcock (Gemini 25) and Radio Controller Stuart Dickenson, this is the first ‘GCE’ or Gemini
controlled event of the year that counts towards the year
end Golden Microphone Awards. Once signed on and
I’ve collected the generous breakfast and famous pie
lunch vouchers, it’s time for me to join Stuart in Control
as another step towards my own Controllers licence.
Control is in the elevated cabin overlooking the start /
finish and we are joined by the circuit’s own noise / environmental monitor Ian, who sits in one end of the cabin
monitoring the noise levels on the circuit. With everyone
in position it’s all ‘green’ for a 9am prompt start for the 52
and eventually 53 starters, but more of that mystery later.
As Car 1 flies of the start, Ian monitoring noise soon
shouts out that several cars are exceeding the circuits
noise limits and Chris is informed and asked to have a
word with the crews as they get to the stop line. In the
end five cars have to be spoken to and it’s not always the
obvious ones that create a spike in noise levels. From the
very go the slippery and cold conditions are challenging,
particularly to the rear wheel drive crews who struggle
somewhat to get the full power down off the start line. Car
28 has a slight ‘off’ in stage but makes it to the stop line
and then Car 32 has perhaps a small fire on the stop line
and the crew deploy their own extinguisher.
For Stage Two the action is equally fast and furious,
Car 22 whacks one of the large bales and eventually
stops out on the stage as the crew struggle to shut the
damaged rear nearside door. In the end they make it to
the finish minus the door window in what must have been
a very cold car !. We manage to lose two cars between
stages but very confusingly the same 52 number as the
first run enter the second stage ?. After some confused
calls to control the mystery is solved as Chris informs us
that a delayed Car 41 has been allowed to start, not once
but twice into stage two, a somewhat unique and very fair
solution, even if one or two radios were questioning their
sanity !.
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View looking into the paddock
from the control cabin.

Radio Mutterings
Jack Neal Stages
Continued from Page 39
After a fast and efficient turnaround, Stage Three starts at
10:23, just as the promised rain showers begin to make
their presence felt out across the circuit. A fairly uneventful first run sees a total of 51 cars make it through the
stage and almost straight into Stage Four. By the end of
this run all cars are now reported to be in compliance with
the venue noise limits, although throughout the day monitoring continues. The wet conditions certainly test some
of the drivers as they drift and slide their way around the
tight stage layout. Rear wheel drive is definitely not the
best option and some of the lower powered cars have a
field day managing to out corner and pass much more
powerful motors. It’s not every day you a see a little Micra
out turn and power past a BMW and Escort.
The turnaround crews work their magic again and we
are soon ready for the last pair of stages before the
planned lunchtime break. Stages Five and Six pass in the
blinking of an eye and at just after 1 o’clock Chris calls a
break to the proceeding and we join the great pie and
peas rush as marshals and officials from across the circuit head down to the paddock area for a much deserved
and warming plate of pie, peas and gravy, thank you very
much CDMC.
All radio crews are back in location some forty five
minutes later for a precautionary radio check and by just
after 2pm the action resumes with Stages Seven and
Eight. It’s rather quiet in Control as we monitor and observe the action and to our surprise pretty much everyone keeps to the track limits and where we do lose cars
it’s in service and not out on the stage. By the end of this
pair of stages we still have a very creditable and competitive 49 cars running.
For the final pair of stages the rain eases off a little
but not the action as the crews really do try, right the way
to the final whistle, so to speak. As if to challenge the rally gods, by discussing how quiet the event was to date,
the equivalent of shouting the Scottish man who shall not
be named in the theatre i.e. Macbeth...damm, Car 35 is
called off in stage by Eagle 9 quickly followed by Ferret 4
calling Car 24 off !!. In the end Car 35 gets going again,
although slowly to the end, but Car 24 has a reported “oil pump failure” and is pushed off stage into the infield for
recovery at the end of the day (although in the end they self recover at the end of the day). Stage Ten quickly follows
on and by the end of the car an amazing 49 cars end the event, with not a single recovery for Corsair or Tiger Recovery, sorry boys.
At the end of the final stage at the Passage Control, Chris hands all of the crews a pair of well deserved Jack Neil
Memorial china mugs and a reminder that the event team will be back in November. For me it’s been an enjoyable
day in Radio Control and with Stuart’s help I secure another suite of signatures towards my goal of a Controllers Licence later in the year. Next week it’s back into the forests of Wales for the Cambrian Rally.

More Radio Mutterings (Cambrian)
on Page 41

The 63rd Cambrian Rally
17th February 2018

Friday night and it’s a drive down to the Swallow Falls
Hotel, Betws-y-coed to meet up with the other members of the eight strong Gemini Control team for the
63rd running of this famous North Wales Car Club
event. After the inevitable banter and exchange of tall
stories in the bar we all retire for a good night’s sleep,
as we are all up early to head either out into the stages, or in my case to join Ian Winterbrun in Rally base
control with the Clerk of Course and MSA Steward.
Thankfully Gemini control colleagues had set up the
various masts attached to bits of the hotel and aerials
on Friday so it was a case of rolling up for the 7am
start of what proved to be a long day in Rally base. Ian
and I divide the control duties in Rally base, he looks
after MSA 1 (stages 2,3,4 & 7) plus high band and I get
to look after MSA 3 (stages 1,5,6), as well as also listening to the high band calls relevant to my area. Once
set up we are joined by the CoC and MSA Steward and
are soon into the rhythm of the various and multiple
course cars beginning to enter the stages and also liaising with the Gemini control teams out in the stage
complexes.
The early activity is in my lap as we head to Stage 1
Penmachno South (later re-run as SS5) and by 08:30
we have the uber critical Pilot 4 the MSA Safety Delegate into the stage and they are soon clear and we get the ‘green light’
to start from the CoC. First car flies into SS1 at 09:02 and we only manage to get nine cars into the stage before Car 15 hits trouble even before they have got to the Arrival and block the entry up to the stage with
a blown starter motor !. Our Stage Commander the ever reliable Mark
Wilkinson has little choice but to send Extractor 3 Recovery back from
the start line to move the stranded car clear and allow competitors past
and up to the stage start. In the end we have a stage stoppage of 15
minutes before the action on SS1 can resume and cars actually get up
to the start line, an unfortunate start to the day.
As the other Ian gets SS2 Llyn Elsi up and running. I overhear a sudden
‘safety’ shout on SS1 to Les in Penmachno Control from the ever diligent Summit 5 at Junction 6, a car has rolled. Suddenly the incident is
escalated as Alan reports that the driver is trapped in the rolled car.
Leaving Les to immediately manage the incident we overhear the dispatch of the Rescue and Recovery units from the stage start and also
the additional recovery unit out at Junction 4. Less than six minutes after the original call the units are on scene and very quickly Cam Rescue
1 reports that the driver is out of the car and is being assessed by the
Paramedic. A few more minutes later I get the request to make the 999
call and seek a ‘county’ ambulance to RVP A at the Penmachno Falls/
Mill junction. Unfortunately the rally emergency services response was much quicker than the Welsh Ambulance
service and once the 999 call is answered by the national BT operator I get put in a queue and hear a recorded
message for nearly four long minutes before the 999 call is picked up in Ambulance Control. Thankfully I’ve thought
ahead and already got a basic sitrep from Cam Rescue on scene, so can answer the ambulance service immediate
triage questions. Once again the Welsh Ambulance Service response leaves something to be desired and unfortunately I’m informed that the service is “experiencing high demand and you can expect a delay to your response”,
not exactly what you want to hear in the event control. After consulting the CoC and Chief MO we direct Cam Rescue to head towards the RVP point and once there with no Welsh ambulance, the clinical decision is made to
transport the driver directly to Glan Clwyd Hospital AED and not wait any longer for the ‘county’ ambulance. Alyn
the CoC warns the hospital and Cam Rescue head off towards AED, as the Chief MO stands down the ‘county’ ambulance.

Continued on Page 42

Radio Mutterings : Part 2
Cambrian
Continued from Page 41
As the later stages get up and running our CoC rapidly assesses the delays and we get Stage 1 back up and running after a gap or hold of 67 minutes. Thankfully the organising team had the foresight to have a ‘reserve’ Rescue
Unit at Rally base and during the incident this is mobilised to Penmachno to make sure we have sufficient safety
cover for the stages as Cam Rescue heads to AED. Thankfully we get a series of sitreps from Cam Rescue and the
hospital as the day goes on and the driver is eventually later in the day discharged from the hospital, I’m sure a little
battered and bruised. I second piece of excellent event planning was the CoC’s decision to send to the hospital one
of the event organising team to liaise with the casualty and their family, a very practical and I’m sure appreciated
action.
Anyway with the incident managed and the stage restarted the action continues fast and furious as various cars decide to explore the outer boundaries of the Penmachno forest and succumb to a variety of mechanical and more
physical woes, although some manage to crawl or be pushed out of various ditches and resume. In the end SS1
sees a total of 103 starters into Penmachno South 1 and a reduced total of 99 finally make it more less to the stop
line by 12:20. Meanwhile the other Ian is very busy as his stages go live and I prepare for the second Penmachno
South run and then the penultimate Penmachno North stage. The CoC and his team are kept busy with the task of
trying to recover as much as possible of the lost stage time, through service and regroups, although the maths involved are less than simple !.
By half past one I’m back in the thick of the communications as the various course cars and organising vehicles
begin to head back towards the second run of Penmachno South SS5. Meanwhile out in the stage Les and Mark
organise the completion of the various recoveries and other actions necessary before this second run. Our next drama sees the loss of Pilot 2 “route checking” in stage as their exhaust decides to give up the ghost. They are directed off stage and up to the start of SS6 for repairs, but the CoC advises them to step out of the stages to avoid
the risk of another in stage delay, a wise and sensible precaution. The next gremlins beset Car 0 which sees it’s
gearbox fail before the start of SS5 and 00 steps into their role. Finally at 14:50 SS5 goes live, about 75 minutes
later than scheduled, but up and running. Almost immediately we hear the loss of Car 2 at Junction 5, mechanical ?.
SS6 is soon also operational and a growing list of cars come to a stop on the two stages. With a lengthening list of
recoveries, Mark the Stage Commander on SS5 asks for further help and we send the ‘reserve’ unit at the Swallow
Falls, Crossrigg Recovery across to Penmachno, later to be joined by Gemini Recovery who had finished their earlier stage duties elsewhere and who could be re-tasked.
As the action continues more cars seem to fall by the way side with gearbox, suspension and brake failures and in
the end I see a total of 87 cars into SS5 and 82 out, meaning more work for the now thankfully enhanced recovery
teams. Meanwhile SS6 sees 81 cars in and finally only 77 out, more winching activities no doubt required. With my
two later stages now finished, I help out Ian with SS7 Lyn Elsi 2, so he can start the mammoth task of beginning to
strip out radios from various officials’ cars before they leave Rally base. Thankfully the last stage is a little quieter
and we only see one car off and a final and very respectful total of 76 cars finish the final stage. Out in the stages
Les, Tony and the other Gemini Controllers are kept busy organising and monitoring the multiple recoveries across
the stages.
As the Rally base team begins to disperse and the CoC etc head back to Llandudno, one of his Assistant CoCs remains as we oversee the various recoveries and close down of the event. We then hit a very practical and ridiculous
problem as Extractor 3 Recovery reports that they have arrived at one of the cars off in Stage 5, only to find no sign
whatsoever of the crew. As it’s a ‘major’ recovery they quite understandably want someone responsible for the car
to be on site with them. The Assistant CoC tries everything to resolve this and after numerous phone calls, we have
mobile numbers that ether don’t make sense or aren’t answered and in the end she heads out to the stage as darkness falls to see what if anything can be done !. To be honest I still don’t know what happened and indeed if the car
is still there in a Welsh forest with trees growing through the bodywork !!
For me and Ian the day is not over and we are joined by Stuart for the task of de-rigging the control and packing all
of the kit up which takes another hour or so and we finally hit the road for home a little after 7pm.
Reflecting on the day, it was perhaps fortunate that my ‘day job’ in the NHS involves amongst other things emergency planning and the emergency ambulance service so I have a detailed knowledge of how things work. Without
perhaps that knowledge the problem of delayed 999 calls being held in a queue with a recorded message, the ambulance control triage questions and the subsequent long delayed response ,might have been more of a surprise
and challenge. For me the sequence of events showed the critical importance of good and adaptive planning, the
availability of ‘reserve’ rally emergency services and effective close working between the CoC and radio control
teams. Maybe something for the next round of MSA led training events to think on about as a theme ?.
Next month it’s up into Cumbria for one of my favourite events the Malcolm Wilson Rally another event usually well
supported by the Gemini Team

Ian Davies (Gemini 23)

Gemini Communications

Motor Sport Team

The Golden Microphone
It could be You

1994
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

CHRIS WOODCOCK

30

points

G 59

MAURICE ELLISON

30

points

G 55

STEVE BROADBENT

30

points

- Dave Crosby
- Keith Lamb
- Ian Davies
- Tony & Avril Lee
- Keith Lamb & Adrian Lloyd
- Stuart Dickenson
- Dave Crosby
- Chris Jarvis & Stuart Dickenson
- Tony & Dan Turner
- Tony & Dan Turner
- Chris Jarvis & Lee Skilling
- Paul Henry
- Eve Fisher & Graham Bray
- Stuart Dickinson
- Stuart Dickinson
- Tony Jones
- Tony Jones & Peter Langtree
- Peter Langtree
- Ian Davies
- Ian Davies
- Ian Davies

G 23

IAN DAVIES

20

points

G 13

STUART DICKENSON

20

points

G 50

DAVID PEAKER

20

points

G 19

JAMES ATKINS0N

20

points

G 14

ADRIAN LLOYD

20

points

G 33

JOHN ELLIS

15

points

G 21

DEREK BEDSON

10

points

G 32

BRYAN FLINT

10

points

G 11

MARK WILKINSON

10

points

G 02

GRAHAM COOKSON

10

points

G 56

TONY JONES

10

points

G 03

LES FRAGLE

10

points

G 70

DAVID MAINPRICE

10

points

G 17

ROBIN MORTIBOYS

10

points

Ronald Reagan
was surrounded
by Secret Service
Agents when he
was shot. If only
there had been an
armed Maths
Teacher there to
protect him . . .

G 12

CHRIS JARVIS

10

points

G 04

IAN WINTERBURN

10

points

G 42

ROGER WHITTAKER

10

points

G 39

KEVIN JAMES

10

points

G 65

BRIAN EATON

10

points

G 24

PAUL HENRY

5

points

G 31

DUNCAN STOCK

5

points

G 24

PAUL HENRY

5

points

G 28

ANDREW TAYLOR

5

points

G 25

GERRY MORRIS

5

points

G 37

LEE SKILLING

5

points

Just to say, THANK YOU for all your efforts last Saturday and at least
the rain generally held off. It was certainly a long and trying day I hope
your day was a good oneResults can be found at http://www.btrdarallyresults.co.uk/results/?
e=509
If you have any comments, please let me know and I can either action
or pass on for the event de-brief.

The next event that I'm involved in:
Altratech SMC Stages
at Anglesey Circuit on Sunday 15th April
If you're available, please let me know.
Kindest Wishes
Bill Wilmer

After first 3 Rounds
G 25

Previous Winners

2018

Golden Microphone
Trophy 2018

Gemini Communications : 2018 Events Calendar

RALLYING

Sun 1st April
Warcop Stages
North Humberside MC
Warcop

Sun 08 July
Legend Fires
Greystoke Stage
West Cumbria MSC

Sun 15 Apr

Greystoke Forest

SMC Stages

Sun 12 Aug
Gareth Hall
Memorial Rally

Stockport 061MC
Anglesey

Sat 12 May
Plains National
Knutsford & DMC
Dyfi Forests

Sun 13 May
John Overend
North Humberside MC
Melbourne
th

Bala & DMC
Trawsfynydd Ranges

02 Oct - 07 Oct
Wales Rally GB
rd

Sat 2/3 Nov
Neil Howard
Memorial Rally

27 May

Bolton le Moors CC

Frank Williams
Memorial Rally

Oulton Park

Rhyl MC
Trawsfynydd Ranges

10th June
Keith Frecker Stages
Blackpool South Shore MC
Weeton

Sun 01 July
Enville Stages
Warrington & DMC
Anglesey

BIKE RIDES

Sat 24 Nov
Hall Trophy
Stages Rally
Clitheroe & DMC

Blyton

Sun 25 Nov
Glyn Memorial
Trophy Stages
C&A MC
Anglesey

May 6th
Raw Dyfi Indro
Dyfi Forest Bike Trail

Sun 10th June
Manchester to
Liverpool Bike Ride

Sun 8th July
Manchester to Blackpool
Bike Ride

Sun 2nd Sept
Manchester to Nantwich
Bike Ride

FIRE TRAINING
Sat. 18th August
Darwen Services

Airedale & Pennine MCC

Rock & Heifer PCA

Grass Roots
Motor Sport

I must admit to not having driven in any of our PCAs despite helping to organise every one for the past four years.
I not only do not own a suitable vehicle but I am very old
and frail and I get scared if I go very fast.
There have been several cars that have started the event
but not held together for long enough to finish it and others
that finished but looked rather worse for wear. A couple of years ago we did
have a tail-happy Saxo clout a big waste bin but that almost got straightened
out and we shifted the bin.
The most recent event saw our first real bit of bodywork damage when the
car that was leading the field by several seconds approached the final ninety
left before the finish line. Whilst at full chat the brakes failed and it drove
straight on into a very substantial drystone wall. An Escort shaped hole appeared in the wall and a foot deep, wall shaped, dint appeared in the Escort.
Everything at the front of the car, wings, bonnet, bumpers, oil cooler and
pipes, cross-member, the lot, took on a flatter appearance than usual. Cries
of Ouch! were heard from all witnesses as the unmistakable thudding sound
signalled that all was not as intended. I attempted to lighten the despair of the
driver by suggesting that it was a good job that he’d only smashed an old
Mexico and not a decent new Micra or something but it didn’t seem to help.
The driver runs a local garage and I was due to take my own car in there the
following day for a little job but when I phoned to confirm he said he was still
crying from Sunday. He’s locked his old Ford into the Shuttle trailer and was going
into a sanatorium for a while. When he gets better we will no doubt find him an old
Saxo or a Micra to replace his loss and things will be OK again.
Oh, and we had an autotest, results are on our website. Another will be on March
11th.

John Rhodes : A&PMMC

My first 12 months in motorsport

On Saturday 2nd December 2017 my mum dropped me off at
Darwen services and I met my uncle there in our new auto solo
car, it was a VW Lupo GTI. It had been almost 12 months since
my first competitive drive, and I’d loved every minute. We went
and signed on and then just sat down and waited for 2 hours or
so, which felt like forever. When the young drivers school had
finished we then started, but I was on marshalling first so I had to
wait a little longer before I could drive. Whilst I was marshalling at
the top corner a lad about my age maybe a bit older was improv15th Birthday
ing every test he did, but he come flying around the top corner
and lost the back end and went sideways straight into a stairwell
and smashed up one side. After we had cleared that mess up it
was my uncle’s turn to drive and then me. When I got to drive the
Lupo it felt much more powerful than the mini but also slightly
bigger as well. After I did marshalling duties once again it was
then time to drive again, my uncle drove first again but this time
the lupo couldn’t hold up to the pressure and broke a drive shaft.
Luckily Warren Nicholls lent me his Citroen C2 and I got to wiz
that around for the rest of the day which was very fun and powerful. After Sundays event, at which I drove a Micra, I managed to
finish first in the ANWCC PCA championship and first in the
SD34 championship which is very good since I have only been
14th Birthday
driving about 13 months.
With
Jesse McClure
Over the past year I have driven mostly the Mini, a Citroen C2, a
at Darwen Services
Micra and a Lupo. There have been breakdowns at the events
ANWCC Awards
where we have had to do repairs, breakdowns on the way back
ceremony 3.2.18
from events, a few minor crashes (luckily not mine) and I have
enjoyed getting close to the motorsport through marshalling. Still
not managed to catch up to my uncles times but I’m getting there ever so slowly. Maybe in 2018 I will manage to
beat him.

James Robinson U17MC

Thank You from Georgia Shiels Racing
Georgia has won Downforce UK's Off Road Racer of the Year
2017. Shiels was announced as the winner at Autosport International 2018 and received her award in front of a crowd of
over 70 people.
Georgia: "I can't believe I've won when I was nominated with
some of the UK's most renowned drivers: Elfyn Evans (Wales
Rally GB 2017 winner), Keith Cronin (British Rally Champion
2017), Nathan Heathcotes (British Rallycross Champion 2017)
and Chris Ingram (Junior European Rally Champion 2017). To
win through a public vote is amazing and I hope I can continue
to empower young people to chase their dreams in spite of fear
or doubt."
Thank you so much for your support in 2017.
2017 provided so many amazing experiences, opportunities
and achievements. All of which will be harnessed to ensure
2018 is filled with even more success.
We achieved 4th place in my first season competing in the
MSA British Rallycross Championship. We continued our mission to encourage more girls into motorsport and we also
gained more social media support than ever before, reaching
an audience of over 742,000 people.
362,000 Reach - Facebook
290,000 Reach - Instagram
90,000 Reach - Twitter

Grass Roots
Motor Sport

SD34MSG

2018 Amateur

Motorsport Photo Competition

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Competition Rules

(I have tried to keep them simple)

Entrants must be of an amateur status (if you have an msa photographers tabard that rules you out)
Maximum of 5 photos per month per entrant
Photographs to be no more than 2 months old when submitted and previously unpublished
Each month one photograph will be selected as that months winning entry
The 2018 competition will commence on publication of the March edition of Spotlight
The 2018 competition will end on publication of the January 2019 edition of Spotlight
From the 10 monthly winners an overall winner will be selected (winner announced in Feb 2019 edition)
Entries to be emailed to sd34news@gmail.com (subject line March etc Photo Comp)

PRIZE for 1st Overall
2 days of Tuition / Advice / Tips and help
from Ex Motoring News & CTP Photographers

Tony North & Chris Ellison
1 day with Tony on a Classic/Targa Rally
1day (or night) with Chris on either a
Stage or Road Rally

You could not buy this
Entries Email to : sd34news@gmail.com

2017

AWARDS &
PRESENTATION

Saturday February 3rd

Amanda Baron, Steve & Tracy Smith

Steve Johnson

James Robinson

8 out of the Top Ten in the
ANWCC Marshals Championship
were from SD34MSG Clubs

William Jarman

Angela Jones

Alexander Baron
gets his belated
award at Accrington
MSCs Auto Test

February has been another busy month, made busier with 5
family birthdays to fit in between motorsport commitments. Very
inconsiderate of them to have birthdays close to motorsport
events!
The first Motorsport outing was CDMCs Jack Neal Stages at
Blyton doing Stage Set Up on the Friday afternoon followed by
Safety Radio on the Saturday (9th). I stayed over on Saturday
night and on the Sunday (10th) went to A&PMMCs PCA at the
Rock & Heifer at Thornton. Signed on
as a Marshal but was also recruited by
Jason Crook to sit in with him. Blyton
was cold (is it ever anything else) but
was almost tropical in comparison to
Thornton. Snow one minute then bright
sunshine the next (and it changed between the two at the drop of a hat all
day long) accompanied by a bighting wind.
On the 15th I was out Marshalling on an Eden Valley 12 car up
at the Hartside Café on the A 686 on the way to Alston - another cold marshalling night.
Saturday (17th) I am down in Penmachno marshalling on the
Cambrian with Matthew Hewlett (Ian Davies report on Pages 31
& 32). We are in Penmachno North and listen to other radio operatives calling in the demise of cars. At out location we enjoyed
a downhill hairpin right with no dramas at all - one or two
crossed up approaches but nothing over dramatic.

Sunday (18th), whilst the weather has
turned a lot milder, my feet are still
freezing as I find myself marshalling at
the PCA, A/T, AutoSOLO at Darwen
Services. Someone is competing in a
Citroen C2. Brave chap. The Citroen
Wallows round the tests showing that it
is not fitted with a Sump Guard and
eventually retires at the Lunch Break.
Chatting to the driver of this car after
lunch I discover he has come all the
way from Aberystwyth. A four hour
drive ! . . . Then he has to drive it back
Tuesday the 20th and I am driving on the CDMC Scatter with
Matt Broadbent in the silly seat. Finish in my usual position - 4thand Dan & Leah come home in first again and cant be caught in
our championship.
Saturday the 24th I depart home at 2:30pm to meet up with Matt
& Chris Hewlett for the trip up to Hexham for the John Robson.
The John Robson is a one off - 1st car away from MTC 1 at
8:00pm. Clitheroe have a good entry with 12 Crews out and represented in every class from Expert to Beginner and including
Historics. (the cars not me) Then there were more Clitheroe
Marshals than CDMC Competitors. Accompanying me marshalling were Paul Flynn and Phil Shaw. After arriving at our first
control the usual Burgers were soon on the BBQ and after being
fed & watered we awaited the Course Car and then competitors.
Good result for Clitheroe Crews with Matt Flynn / Rob Jones taking their first 1st O/A. Stephen & Ben Holmes (Novice) got 4th
O/A & won their Class. Dominic McTear / Matt Broadbent finished one place behind (5th) and won 1st Semi. Tony Harrison /
Paul Taylor finished 9th in the Peugeot 504 and 2nd O/A in Historics 41 Cars started but only 24 finished.

Grumpy Old Git
Still Wittering On & On & On

You may all be aware of this Article
in the Daily Telegraph - but in case
you have not seen it . . .

First road rally race
'will give birds PTSD'

By Daily Telegraph Reporter

BRITAIN'S flrst rally race on public roads has
been criticised by the RSPCA amid claims engine noise could traumatise animals.
The event near Clacton, Essex, in April will see
120 cars racing at up to 140mph in the first event
of its kind since a change in the law last year
made it easier for events to get a permit to fully
close public roads.
Chelmsford Motor Club, the organiser, says
there will be five special stages on closed roads
and lanes, each run three times giving competitors 45 miles of flat-out driving with l00 miles of
linking roads.
However, an RSPCA survey found that nearly
half of local dog owners questioned reported
their dogs to be scared of loud noises, including
cars backfiring.
"Noisy events like a rally are likely to be a
frightening experience for many dogs and other
pets," it said.
"It is likely that the noise would also disturb wild
animals such as waterfowl or nesting birds and is
likely to cause suffering or distress, depending
on the distance and the noise level 'Caroline
Lindsay, a local veterinary physiotherapist, said:
"The rally is scheduled for the peak wildlife and
livestock breeding season and there is new evidence that animals can suffer from trauma due
to noise and develop post-traumatic stress disorder.
"The council claims it will boost the local economy by £500,000 and bring more than 10,000
visitors to the area.
"But what they seem to ignore is the devastating effect it will have on the countryside, its inhabitants and its wildlife."
Mrs Lindsay, 54, described the noise of the
cars to animals and birds as the equivalent of a
bomb going off to humans - and it would drive
nesting birds away from their nests and scare off
small animals.
But Tony Clements, an event organiser, said
that he had visited every resident on the roads
due to be closed to reassure them.
He said: "There is no such thing as posttraumatic stress disorder in birds and small
mammals and there is no evidence to suggest
they will be adversely affected by the passage of
the rally."

NORTH WEST RACERS
With Dave Williams

RETURN OF THE CHAMP

Later this season, we will once again see Simon Allaway
back out on the circuits of the North West in his mighty Lotus
Esprit.

Four years ago, Simon experienced the highs and lows of
motorsport. In the final race of 2013, he clinched the CNC
Heads Sports/Saloon Championship after a thrilling battle for
the lead with series-sponsor Ric Wood which ended when the
driver of the ex-DTM Opel Astra crashed heavily and brought
out the red flags handing the title to Allaway.
Simon was looking forwards to defending his crown in 2014
but, as part of a Winter upgrade, he set about removing the
roof of the Lotus to get a lighter one made. Before he had
even detached the body panel he noticed a crack in part of the
spaceframe’s tubing and then, on closer inspection, quite a
few more were discovered. The car was clearly unsafe and he
would have to hang up his helmet for a few seasons while a
complete rebuild was undertaken.

Simon Allingham

2013 CNC Heads Sports/Saloon Champion

Allaway has been racing heavily modified tin-tops for more
than 30 years. Prior to taking up circuit racing he rallied a Hillman Imp but a visit to Donington Park to watch the European
Touring Car Championship brought the legendary Wendy
Wools Special Saloon series to his attention as that category
was part of the support bill. This resulted in Simon swapping
his rally-spec Imp for one built to the Wendy Wools regulations.
Although he found competing wheel to wheel more to his
liking than racing against the clock on night-time road rallies,
the number of Imp engines that kept blowing up proved to be a
nuisance and by the end of the ‘80s Allaway was looking for
something different.

Allaway leads Ric Wood
enroute to the title

This was found in the classified pages of Autosport in the
shape of the Lotus Esprit which was to become his weapon of
choice right up until the present day.
The car needed a fair amount of work as it was purchased
as a rolling chassis without engine or gearbox. When Simon
debuted the car in 1994 it had a 3.5 litre Rover power unit.
Allaway then had 20 years of fun – in 120 races – until the
fatigue cracks appeared. During that time, increasingly bigger
and better engines were fitted behind the driver. There were
two Wildcat-tuned Rover V8s of 5 and 6 litre capacity before
Simon found a bargain over in America via eBay!
This was a Chevrolet LS6 engine that was originally fitted
to a Daytona Prototype Pontiac chassis. As the size of the moChevy
tor had been reduced from 5.7 litres to a still mighty 5.5 to
meet the requirements of IMSA regulations, there was little
demand from America and so Allaway’s bid only had to match the starting price.

LS6 Engine

Continued on Page 50

NORTH WEST RACERS
With Dave Williams
Continued from Page 49
Having secured the aluminium power unit, Simon realised it needed new cylinder heads and received a nasty surprise when he received a quote
for brand new ones from an engine-builder in the
States. Fortunately, the guy on the other side of the
pond picked up on the fact that Allaway was a clubman funding motor racing from his own pocket and
offered some second-hand components which he
refurbished at a much lower cost.

New Chassis Front

The engine then crossed the Atlantic to be rebuilt in Simon’s garage!
While racing the Esprit for 20 years there were
a number of areas that Allaway didn’t like or believed could be improved. The cracks that he discovered in 2014 resulted in him building a completely new spaceframe and gave him to opportunity to turn into reality the “ideal car” that he had designed in his head during his racing career.
Everything is new except the engine, gearbox,
gearstick, steering wheel… plus the yellow and orange colour scheme! One further feature that may
remain is the roof which began the whole saga of
the past 4 years. That is the one final unchanged
aspect of the car which has not changed since it
was purchased in 1989.

New Chassis Rear

Like the Chevy engine, each corner of this radical Lotus will also have American heritage. Allaway obtained the
suspension from a Lola Indycar which had been unused and decided to design his uprated racer around that.
These top-line single seater components replaced front suspension that included modified Westfield uprights which
connected to Simon’s own wishbones while those at the rear had originally been fitted to a March F2 car. The position of the pick-up points were optimised using a computer program Allaway, an airframe stress engineer by trade,
wrote himself to achieve good camber and roll centre control.
Simon enjoys every aspect of building and driving the car; the design, the manufacture, the assembly, the tuning and the racing – he is known to drink the odd beer afterwards too! He is supported by Alison who Simon says,
“She is my far better half! She loves the smell of Castrol R and petrol, stops me talking too much on race day… and
is so crazy she makes me look like the sensible one!”
Simon will be supported by his close friends Paul Greaves and David Gibbon (who has gone from being in the
orange army to joining the British army!) but will sadly be without Martin Bennett - his long-time helper and entertaining character who sadly passed away a year ago.
With regards to the Esprit-shaped bodywork, Simon McBeath has provided aerodynamic expertise. Using
McBeath’s analysis and data from technical books, Allaway has designed the chassis and suspension to allow
some aero’ tweaks. “They should be good,” our man says, “if they work!”
While the rebuild has been ongoing, Simon’s only track-time has been behind the wheel of the Safety Car during two race meetings at Oulton Park and Anglesey. The latter was in the circuit’s Ford Puma and Allaway weaved
so much to warm up the tyres on the green flag lap that he tricked the commentator into thinking there was an additional entry in the field!
Work on the new iteration of the Lotus Esprit continues but Simon hopes to be back under starter’s orders by
the middle of the 2018 season. The 575 bhp beast should be a world away from the Ford Puma. “I am sure driving
the rebuilt car will be a major shock to the system when I first plant the throttle,” Simon muses, “however it should
blow the cobwebs away pretty quickly!”
It should be a thrilling experience for the watching marshals too!

Report : Dave Williams
Photos : Simon Allaway

Inside the Industry

with Paul Gilligan
January New Car Sales Disappointing As Forecast
As forecast January Uk new car sales did little to dispel the gloom of the second 8 months of last year. Total was
over 6% down and diesel over 25% down. The particular weakness was in small business sales almost 30% down
and private sales almost 10% down. This agrees with what we’re seeing every day, small businesses are very unsure and are being cautious because of the economic uncertainty caused largely by Brexit. If they are investing it’s
much more likely to be a van than a car.
As ever the pain wasn’t spread evenly. Ford were down 14% on last year, Fiat a staggering 47% (!), Jaguar 19%,
Peugeot 11% and Vauxhall 9% and Volvo 19%. Amongst the prestige German manufacturers Mercedes were 9%
down but still came out on top although Audi 1% up were very close behind. BVMW managed 6% up on last year
but they had pre registered far less unsold cars in December 2017 than December 2016. After only one month the
official industry forecasts for full year sales have been reduced and it’s expected that this decline will continue
through 2019 although at a slower rate. Diesel sales are expected to be 37% of the total this year, which looks optimistic when it was under 36% in January?
It’s all down to March now with the 18 plate 48 hours away as I type. All my evidence says it will be a VERY tough
month for dealers and manufacturers alike. We’re already seeing bigger fleet discounts being offered and I think the
last week of March could be a GREAT time to buy a new car!

So which Fuel Is It to Be?
The biggest story of the last year has been the decline of diesel. Even though it’s now apparently proven that normal household items like oven cleaner are much more dangerous to the average family than diesel cars but that
appears not to be the point. Si new car buyers both private and business are facing some very difficult decisions.
For fleets diesel used to be the norm almost with 71% of fleets operating some diesels and many fleets being very
largely diesel. Things are changing pretty rapidly and now 41% expect that as diesels comes up for replacement
the new car will be diesel hybrid or electric. And 45% of private motorists now say they will consider a pure electric
car next time, that was 21% two years ago! Amongst these private buyers, there are enormous regional differences.
60% of Londoners will seriously consider an electric car now against 24% in Newcastle on Tyne. Reducing costs of
electric cars, improved driving range and increases in charging points have all made them a more practical choice.
Certainly we’re seeing this on a daily basis. A large part of our business involves supplying cars to smaller independent car dealers who aren’t big enough to employ a full time buyer to source the cars and commercials they
need to satisfy customer requirements. We’re now seeing these dealers looking for hybrid and electric cars for their
forecourts and last week we sent all of them a list with over 100 such vehicles 9including about 20 vans!) on it.
Getting the right stock balance is a real challenge for these dealers now as customers requirements change, rapidly
in some cases. However there is still strong demand for used diesel cars particularly outside the SE and managing
their stock mix will be a fine art for dealers who have largely only sold diesel for a long time now.
It’s good to cut the emotion out of all this and replace it with clear thinking, which What Car magazine have done by
launching their “What Fuel” tool. This looks at annual miles, types of roads used, location etc. In the first week after
it was launched 5800 motorists used it. Hybrids were judged the best choice for 60% of those who tried, petrols for
only 4%.....? give it a go.

Porsche End Diesel production
Many were shocked almost 20 years Porsche started selling the Cayenne SUV alongside their sports cars. Of
course it became their bestselling car. The a few years down the line they started offering diesel versions, more
shock and horror for dyed in the wool Porsche enthusiasts. Then a smaller SUV the Macan was launched with diesel from the start, and the Macan became Porsche’s bestselling car.
Now Porsche have ended diesel car production saying that there has been a “cultural shift” amongst their customers. However Porsche have admitted that part of the reason is an “ongoing consultation with the authorities” after
“another software update”. Read into that what you will but it seems they may have been caught smoking behind
the bike sheds again?
Porsche’s large saloon the Panamera also used diesel engines but apparently sales had dropped to only 15% of
the total Worldwide with petrol at 35% and hybrid 50%.
As often happens when a manufacturer announces they are to stop making something demand increases overnight. As soon as this news broke last week on company we supply called looking for two top model Cayenne diesels. All gone, not a hope!
Continued on Page 52
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Britain’s Favourite Used Cars
Last year used car sales in the Uk dipped only 1%, much less of a decline than in new sales, although there was a
similar slowing in the last 3 months of the year. As more become available on the used market sales of hybrid
(+22%) and electric (+77%) used models rose but from as very low base it should be said. Superminis are still the
best sellers but SUVs are becoming more popular. Silver remains the favourite colour but there are signs its popularity is on the wane with Black, White, and Blue becoming more sought after.
Currently there seems to be a shortage of the more popular used models in the trade at least. With new car business slowing the big franchised dealers are keeping more of their part exchanges rather than releasing them into
the trade. There are signs that those retail who’ve had a bad experience with Personal Contract Purchase (probably
because they were miss-sold it) are turning back to a conventional finance deal on a used car just now.

As If New Car Dealers Didn’t Have Enough Problems
The UK has lost 10% of its car showrooms over the last seven years. But many of those remain, especially if they
represent the more prestigious manufacturers, have become bigger, more impressive, and MUCH more expensive.
These 5 star properties attract business rates based on their values, and the results are that business rates payable
are up by £63 million in 2017 compared to 2010. Worse because of the higher values of the improved facilities
dealers are facing a further increase in the cost of business rates of £159 million over the next 5 years. With new car
sales dropping and service income declining this is the last thing the dealers need.

So You Thought Mercedes Were A German Company?
To be fair so did I. So I was interested to learn that their largest shareholder is currently the Kuwait Investment Authority. However Chinese company Geely has already built up a 10% stake and is now overtaking the Kuwaitis.
Geely of course already own Volvo and a 49.9% stake in Proton.

Worldwide Top Ten
The top ten sellers of new cars and light vans worldwide last year were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Renault – Nissan - Mitsubishi

10,608,366

VW Group

10,536,600

Toyota

10,386,000

GM

8,334,645

Hyundai – Kia

7,250,000

Ford

6,553,000

Honda

5,236,842

Fiat – Chrysler

4,740,000

Peugeot – Citroen – Vauxhall – Opel
Suzuki

3,632,314
3,302,336

Surprised? Well the first full year of including Mitsubishi secured the top spot
but its remarkable how VW have come back from the diesel scandal. Toyota
achieved strong growth in China, Japan and Europe, GM handed over 1m
units to PSA but will make more money now. Fiat Chrysler are
waiting for new Jeep models and expecting great things from Alfa
over the next few years. Biggest surprise to me was Suzuki, they
don’t sell at all in either North or south America, have only 1.65 of
the market in the UK where they sell only 40,000 cars a year but
have fantastic volumes in India.
Will

we see Tesla, Apple, Google and Amazon
in the top ten in a few years’ time?
Don’t bet against it!

Paul Gilligan

pg@gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk
www.gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk
07785 293222

NESCRO
Historic Motorsport In The
North Of England & Scotland

2018 NESCRO CALENDAR
HISTORIC / Classic Rounds
March
May
June
June
July
August
Sept.
Sept.
October

4th
5th/6th
10th
24th
15th
12th
9th
16th
14th

Saltire
Berwick
Shaw Trophy
Lake District
Northern Dales
Blue Streak
Wearside
Doonhamer
Solway Historic Rally

TARGA Rounds
March
May
June
June
June
June
July
August
Sept.
Sept.
October

4th
5th/6th
3rd.
3rd
10th
24th
15th
12th
9th
16th
14th

Saltire
Berwick
Ilkley Targa
Dumfries Targa
Shaw Trophy
Lake District
Northern Dales
Blue Streak
Wearside
Doonhamer
Solway Historic Rally

Above are he dates for both the NESCRO 2018 Historic and NESCRO Targa Challenge’s. The minimum
number of scoring events in each Challenge is ½ of the
number of rounds plus 1.
Historic: 9 rounds in Challenge – 6 scores to count.
Targa: 11 rounds in the Challenge – 7 scores to count.
NOTE: June seems to be very busy with 4 events and
the Stocktonian (Historic and Targa) have provisionally
given a date of 9th June. Although the date has not
been confirmed, it does clash with the Shaw running
the next day. If it does run on which ever date it will also count in both Challenges. The Dumfries Targa and
Ilkley Targa are down for the same date, hopefully one
of them will move. If neither of them do change their
date then they will both still count towards the Challenge. (Competitors can do either one of them).

Bob Hargreaves
bob.hargreaves@btinternet .com

Wigton Motor Club

White Heather Historic
and Targa Tests
March 10th

The event is based almost entirely on Kirkbride Airfield.
There will be some short sections on the highway which
will be signed with arrows on the day, but these are non
competitive and untimed. Cars will be grouped to start at
different tests and then visit the various tests as directed
in the road book. It is expected that up to 20 tests will be
run.
The entry fee includes coffee at the start, a light meal at
the halfway halt and dinner at the finish (White Heather
Hotel, Kirkbride Airfield, CA7 5HW.)
The entry fee is £80 for Wigton MC members
This includes all RAC MSA and off road insurance

Saltire Rally Club Ltd.

Saltire Classic Rally
Sunday, 4th March

The event will follow a route of around 125 miles through
Highland Perthshire.
The competitive part of the event will consist of up to 4
regularities and up to 18 timed tests on private land.
Route Checks may be by Code-boards. A sample will be
available at the Start
The official unique single sheet map for the event will be
supplied by Nicolson Digital Ltd, 3 Frazer Street Largs,
Ayrshire, KA30 9HP Contact Robin Nicolson on 01475
689242 or 07968 900097 Or email
maps@nicolsondigital.com at a cost of £17.00 (in P&P).
This must be ordered directly from Nicolson Digital prior
to 20th February 2018.

Route Information
All Classes will be provided with a Route Card with the
Final Instructions which will enable the route to be
marked. The Final Instructions including the route will
issued by Wednesday 28th February 18.
It is the responsibility of competitors to mark the route on
their own copy of the official Map

The event is a scoring round of;
· The HRCR Premier Championship
· The NESCRO Challenge
Electronic Entries If you wish to submit your entry electronically and / or pay electronically please click on this
link; https://goo.gl/svAkh5

Entries Secretary
Grace Wallace 07803617014
saltireentries@gmail.com

Start your career at
the front of the grid
The British motorsports industry is recognised as the
best in the world with Britons at the heart of a vast
range of worldwide motorsport activities. It is a huge industry employing people in businesses from retail performance specialists to preparation companies, with
many Formula One and World Rally Teams based in
the UK. Myerscough College, recently accredited as
University Centre Myerscough for its Higher Education
provision, has nine motorsport workshops and a number
of competition cars for the continuing development and
expansion of motorsport teaching.
Myerscough College’s motorsport teaching blends
classroom - based theory sessions with hands-on practical experience. Having learned the academic theory
relating to a specific aspect of motorsport, students are
encouraged to participate in a range of industry events
to put that knowledge into practice. The college runs
race and rally teams which compete successfully in national competitions, working to industry standards.

Career Opportunities
Many of our students have progressed to higher qualifications or started exciting careers in the world of motorsports. Current job prospects are excellent, with Myerscough graduates forging successful careers for
themselves as technicians and mechanics, or in data
analysis, logistics and management trainee roles, with
the many motorsport teams based in the UK. Here are
just a few of the leading companies who have employed
former Myerscough students:
Ford World Rally Team (M-Sport) • Chevrolet World
Touring Car Team • Don Buckley Motorsport • Double R
Racing (Formula 3) • Fortec Formula 3 • Jamun Racing • McLaren • Mercedes-Benz • Porsche Cars GB •
Prodrive • Team LNT (Panoz GT Team) • Arden Racing • Mini Sport

Resources
• A comprehensive range of circuit race cars, rally cars
and support vehicles • Nine Motorsport workshops with
dedicated areas for competition repair, engine building
and special projects • Engine, gearbox and chassis
rigs • Data analysis monitors • Specialist diagnostic
equipment • 12 experienced motorsports staff
Competition Vehicles: our fleet of racing cars used by
students on the Diploma programmes is constantly being updated with new vehicles that incorporate the latest
racing technology. It currently includes: • Subaru Impreza STi • Mitsubishi Evo 4 track car • Nissan Micras •
Ford Escort Mk2 • Formula Lo Cost

MyExperience - From Student to Jaguar
Land Rover Technical Analyst: Amy Ellison
“I am currently a Technical Analyst for Special Vehicle
Operations at Jaguar Land Rover. My role involves being part of bespoke programmes at JLR, supporting our
team and engineers and reviewing the progress of our
projects to ensure we are hitting targets.

Continued on Page 55
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Myerscough College
Continued from Page 54
The role is demanding but worthwhile and I am putting
in all the skills I learnt at Myerscough into action. During
my Level 3 course I became part of the College’s rally
service crew and after progressing to Higher Education I
was selected for the Junior WRC Academy by M-Sport,
where I travelled to events in Portugal, Finland, Germany, France and Spain. This gave me the perfect foundation for my job at JLR.”

BTEC Level 2 Diploma:
The Level 2 Diploma is an excellent introductory study
programme for students wishing to further their
knowledge of motorsports. It is extremely popular with
school leavers and provides practical knowledge and
experience, combining this with an academic study of
the principles of motor vehicle maintenance in the context of motorsports. The programme is designed to give
you a broad understanding of the subject, with a view to
progressing to one of our Level 3 Diploma programmes,
or to start work in the industry.
Students learn the various workshop practices that are
required in the preparation and inspection of motorsport
vehicles – before, during and after motorsport events.
Additional units provide an introduction to motor mechanics: from routine maintenance, fault diagnosis and
safe working practices to electrics, transmissions, engines, brakes, suspension and body systems. A further
unit focuses on the engineering skills that are required
to carry out vehicle maintenance and fault rectification,
whilst another provides an introduction to stripping and
rebuilding motorsport engines.
In addition to obtaining the Level 2 Diploma qualification, the study programme also includes industry-related
work experience, personal and course tutorials, our innovative Learn2Work career planning sessions and
classes in maths and/or English – leading to either
GCSE or Functional Skills qualifications.

BTEC Level 3 Extended Diploma
The Level 3 Extended Diploma qualification is a two
year 18-unit study programme. It is equivalent to three A
Levels and is designed for students who wish to develop a comprehensive overview of motorsports (and motor vehicle maintenance), encompassing academic theory, practical techniques and technical skills.
The programme incorporates all 12 units and additional
qualifications from the two year Level 3 Diploma
(adjacent), with students on the Extended Diploma studying an extra three units each year.
The units studied have a strong academic focus – requiring dedication and hard work – whilst still delivering
a range of important practical skills. Additional units relate directly to motorsport workshop practices (focusing
specifically on health and safety issues when working
trackside) and motorsports development and design
(computer aided design and engineering drawing). Students also cover professional practice and logistics; the
organisations, procedures and professional bodies associated with motorsport. A focus is also given to petrol
injection systems and the operation and testing of vehicle ignition systems.
Continued on Page 56

Myerscough College
Continued from Page 55
In addition to obtaining the Level 3 qualification, the
motorsports study programme also includes industryrelated work experience, personal and course tutorials
and our innovative Learn2Work career planning sessions. The Level 3 Extended Diploma prepares students for employment in the vehicle technology and motorsport
sectors of the automotive industry. It is also a perfect foundation for students wishing to progress to Higher Education – offering up to 168 UCAS Tariff points towards entrance on a wide range of degree courses.

BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma / Diploma:
The Level 3 Diploma study programmes are popular options for school leavers, young adults and successful Level
2 Diploma students. They combine practical skills with academic theory and classroom study. The Subsidiary Diploma is a one year, six-unit, programme broadly equivalent to one A Level, whilst the two year, 12-unit, Diploma is
equivalent to two A Levels. Students who successfully complete the Subsidiary Diploma can, if they wish, progress
to the second year of the Diploma.
In year one students undertake a comprehensive overview of motorsport workshop practices and motor vehicle
mechanics, covering fault diagnosis, electrical charging and starting systems, clutch and gearbox transmissions,
suspension settings and steering and braking systems. An additional unit covers motorsport vehicle preparation
and inspection – before, during and after motorsport events.
Students who choose the two-year Diploma can further their interests in motorsport during the second year. Subjects include fault diagnosis, fault rectification and the principles of engines and engine management systems, focusing on how to undertake engine servicing and repair. A vehicle technology project provides a unique opportunity for students to undertake their own research.
In addition to obtaining the Level 3 qualification, the motorsports study programme also includes industry-related
work experience, the City and Guilds Award in Introductory Welding Skills, personal and course tutorials, our innovative Learn2Work career planning sessions and additional classes in maths or English – leading to a GCSE qualification.
Successful completion of the Level 3 Diploma will enable students to progress to Higher Education, although students seeking a more academic programme should also consider the Level 3 Extended Diploma in Motorsports
which contains an additional six units compared to the Diploma.

Higher Education:
Motorsport is a huge industry with many Formula One and World Rally teams based in the UK. The sector has a
£9 billion turnover, with around 4,500 companies involved in motorsport and high performance engineering. These
companies supply the leading-edge technology used in many race cars, as well as the design and manufacture of
components used in race series.
Myerscough believes that hands-on experience is an important aspect of learning and therefore encourages students to take part in a wide range of motorsport events throughout the UK and overseas. A team of eight degree
students from Myerscough supported M-Sport’s technical and service teams, maintaining the fleet of 10 Ford Fiesta R2 rally cars on the FIA Junior World Rally Championship. They attended JWRC events as varied as the Rally
of Portugal and the rallies in Finland, Germany, France and Spain. This unique programme began in 2011, with
students supporting the Junior World Rally Championship at six WRC events across Europe.

Competition Vehicles
Our fleet of competition cars is constantly being updated with new vehicles that incorporate the latest racing technology. It currently includes two Formula Fords, a Fiesta R2 build project and a range of private customer cars including Ginetta G40 undergoing research, development and testing.

Enrichment Activities
Last year students worked at various race events in the UK and overseas, and made numerous visits to race and
rally teams. Students organise social events and visits as part of their course.

Career Opportunities
Many of our students have progressed to higher qualifications or started exciting careers in the world of motorsports. Current job prospects are excellent, with Myerscough graduates forging successful careers for themselves
as technicians and mechanics, or in data analysis, logistics and management trainee roles, with the many motorsport teams based in the UK. Here are just a few of the leading companies who have employed former Myerscough students:
• World Rally Team (M Sport) • Chevrolet World Touring Car Team • Don Buckley Motorsport • Fortec Formula 3 •
Jamun Racing • Kevin Mills Racing (Formula Ford) • McLaren • Mercedes-Benz • Porsche Cars GB • Prodrive •
Team Dynamics • Tony James Electrical Systems • Triple R Racing (Seat Team) • Arden International Motorsport •
Russian Time GP2 • Status GP3 • GPM Motorsport.

Ronnie Sandham : Morecambe CC, ANECCC Chair, Myerscough College

Hexham & DMC

HEXHAM

Historic Rally
24/25th February

The Hexham Historic s quite a unique event, probably the
only historic road rally still running and, although the entries are never significant, the Hexham & DMC keep the
event running, in tandem with the well known John Robson Rally, to enable those historic enthusiasts who enjoy
traditional road rallying to get out and enjoy the lanes.
This years event again featured a small, but exclusive,
entry, made smaller whet Bob & Susan McClean withdrew the well known blue Ford Anglia, a shame a sthey
are always a welcome sight.
Starting from the boat clubhouse on the edge of the Derwent Reservoir, the crews dived straight into a little used
yellow that runs along the North shore, well, some did,
others didn’t as the slot puzzled quite a few navigators
and there was much reversing and turning around, all
within half a mile of the start !. The route then headed
West toward Hexhamshire, well known to locals but plenty of not as maps to catch out those less familiar with the
area. Another feature of Hexham events caused much
head scratching, the Route Checks which were a mix of
code boards and mileages to be gleaned from signposts,
all confusing if unused to that sort of thing.

Photo Courtesy of Chris Ellison

Photo Courtesy of Jez Turner

As the route crossed Hadrians Wall, the pace was starting to tell, it told even more as the rally came to the first
forest section where the first casualty was the opening
course car, Luke Tait removing his MK2 Escorts exhaust,
paradoxically, the competitors all got through and loved
it !.
As the route headed ever North into the upper North
Tyne, Dan Willan/Niall Frost were running fourth car on
the road in the big Volvo PV544 and mixing it with the
moderns, not so Ian Guthrie/ Roy Hewitt who got bogged
Photo Courtesy of Jez Turner
down after wrong slotting in the Ford Anglia and lost almost 30 minute getting heaved out while Sally Ann Hewitt/ Mark Lewis were forced to cut to petrol to stay in the
event.
After petrol in Bellingham the rally took in the famous Warksburn yellows and the multi gated road (Al open fortunately ) across Buteland before heading South back down Tynedale. Willan/ Frost were being pursued by Tony Harrison/ Paul Taylor in the Peugeot 504, when was one of those last seen on a road event ?. As both had incurred
penalties for missing route checks, neither was exactly sure who was leading who. The maze of yellows just North
of Hexham took some careful plotting, especially the curious 5 way junction at 87/ 936656, it’s a spot that has been
catching out navigators for years, even those who know it and again there was much tooing and froing.
As a finale the organisers came up with a lap of Slaley Forest, slippery, muddy and blooming great fun, a great way
to round off a rally which whilst pretty tough and unrelenting, had produced a great route and a great nights entertainment. Willan/ Frost eventually shaded Harrison/ Taylor by the narrow margin of just 47 seconds while Hewitt/
Lewis’s perseverance was rewarded with the Non Expert award.

Ed Graham : Hexham & DMC
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NEWSLETTER FOR BRITISH MOTOR SPORT

GB WELCOMES
CLOSED-ROAD
OPPORTUNITIES
International Motor Sports (IMS), organiser and promoter of Britain’s round of the FIA World Rally Championship, has hinted that this year’s event (4-7 October) may feature closed-road elements.
IMS said that it would explore a range of new opportunities for Dayinsure Wales Rally GB route. “We have
been working closely with the Welsh Government on
achieving this exciting piece of legislation,” said Ben
Taylor, Managing Director of IMS. “We are already
looking at what this might mean for this year’s event.
“Whether it’s the introduction of an entire special
stage set on closed roads or just closing a small section of highway to link two existing forest tests, we will
be considering all the options. It’s really exciting!”
The provisional route is expected to be announced by
the end of April. Follow @WalesRallyGB on Facebook
and Twitter for updates.

Regulations

for consultation
The latest regulation changes
proposed by the Rallies Committee will shortly be available for
consultation on the MSA website
at:
https://www.msauk.org/
consultations
Please have your say. Thank you!

WALES GIVES GREEN
LIGHT TO CLOSED ROAD
MOTOR SPORT

In a landmark development for Welsh motor sport,
new laws facilitating closed-road events came into
force this month (2 February) following a long
campaign by the MSA and the motor sport community.
The MSA spent several years campaigning for a change in
the law to allow local authorities to suspend the Road Traffic Act for authorised motor sport events, without requiring
individual Acts of Parliament. New enabling legislation
commenced in England on 10 April 2017.
Following a further consultation, the Welsh Government
has now published its own statutory instrument facilitating
closed-road motor sport in Wales. As in England, it names
the MSA and its sister governing body for two-wheel UK
motor sport, the Auto-Cycle Union (ACU), as the authorising bodies for closed-road motor sport events.
Dolgellau’s Elfyn Evans, winner of the 2017 Dayinsure
Wales Rally GB, welcomed the news as a huge boost for
motor sport in his home country. Evans said: “Wales has
some of the best driving roads in Europe and this initiative
will provide the perfect platform to showcase the very best
of the Welsh countryside. With the success of events like
Dayinsure Wales Rally GB, Welsh motor sport is very
much on the up and this will only encourage even more
visitors to our region.”
Ken Skates, Cabinet Secretary for Economy and
Transport, added: “Wales is home to a dynamic automotive
sector with an annual turnover of some £3 billion and this
is an excellent opportunity to inspire people to become a
part of automotive and engineering industries in the future.
I also recognize how such events can boost local, often
rural, economies through increased tourism and hospitality,
and offer community opportunities such as volunteering.”

“Wales is home to a dynamic automotive
sector with an annual turnover of some £3
billion and this is an excellent opportunity
to inspire people to become a part of automotive and engineering industries in the
future”

Bolton-le-Moors CC

RAISES MONEY FOR BRAIN INJURY CHARITY
Bolton-Le-Moors Car Club has raised £1800 for the Wigan and Leigh branch of Headway, the brain injury
association, through donations at club events.
The Paul Swift Stunt Team sponsored a raffle at the club’s annual stage rally at Oulton Park, the Neil Howard Stages in association with Graham Coffey & Co. Solicitors. The prize was a chance to sit alongside
Swift during his stunt show at the end of the rally.
Competitors also made donations and the club ran a demonstration autoSOLO, offering members of the
public their first taste of grassroots motor sport in exchange for a small donation.

SPEEDMACHINE PASSES
FOR PRIZE DRAW WINNERS
The winners of this month’s MSA marshals prize draw have
won weekend passed to Speedmachine Festival, the UK
round of the FIA World Rallycross Championship at Silverstone on 25-27 May.
The first winner, Peter Trenter, has been involved in motor
sport since 1970, having started as a competitor on forest and
tarmac stage rallies. In recent years, Peter has been Stage
Commander on the Tempest Rally.
Frank Hill, the second winner, has a similar background – he
got involved in the 1970s when he rallied a Mini Cooper S.
These days he enjoys volunteering, particularly on historic events, and sees marshalling as an opportunity to put
something back into the sport he enjoys.
Each month at least one person is picked at random from the MSA’s database of registered marshals. They each win
a special prize and receive a signed certificate of recognition from Rob Jones, MSA Chief Executive, on behalf of the
governing body.

The MSA seeks a Stewards Administrative Intern to be based at its office in Colnbrook (near Heathrow Airport). This is a full-time position on a six-month fixed term
contract.
Main responsibilities will include – but not be limited to – providing admin support to the MSA Stewards Coordinator,
confirming Stewards’ appointments, processing Stewards’ reports and processing Stewards’ expense claims.
The deadline for applications is Friday 23 February.

Technical
Updates, clarification and advice

FIRE EXTINGUISHER REGULATIONS
This guidance sets out to clarify the new fire extinguisher requirements for vehicles competing in MSA-permitted
events. These new requirements have been published in section (K) of the MSA Yearbook, with effect from 1 January 2018.
These regulations only apply where the discipline-specific regulations require a fire extinguisher to be carried on the
vehicle as a mandatory piece of equipment.

Is a fire extinguisher mandatory in my discipline?
The fire extinguisher requirements are detailed in the discipline-specific regulations of the MSA Yearbook, and in all
cases the regulations give the mandatory minimum requirement. This has not changed, so if there has not previously been a mandatory requirement for extinguishers in your discipline then the new regulations do not change this. In
disciplines where there is no mandatory requirement it is nonetheless recommended that extinguishers are carried.

What are the changes and when do they apply?

Since 1 January 2018, it has been a requirement for all extinguishers to be serviced in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines or every 24 months, whichever is sooner.
From 1 January 2019, new build vehicles in relevant disciplines must comply with (K) Competitors: Safety; Appendix
3
From 1 January 2022, all vehicles in relevant disciplines must comply with (K) Competitors: Safety; Appendix 3.

Which regulations apply to my vehicle?
If your vehicle has competed, or been issued with a Competition Car Log Book/Vehicle Passport, prior to 1 January
2019 then it can continue to comply with the existing regulations in (K)3 until 31 December 2021. Therefore, in existing cars, non-homologated extinguishers can continue to be used until this date, providing that the extinguisher is
serviced in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines or every 24 months, whichever is sooner.
If your vehicle competes for the first time after 1 January 2019 or is issued with a Vehicle Passport after this date
then it must comply with the new regulations in (K) Appendix 3.
After 1 January 2022, all vehicles for which there is a mandatory requirement for a fire extinguisher will need to comply with the new regulations in (K) Appendix 3. The individual discipline regulations will define whether the requirement is for a plumbed-in or hand-held system.

What do the new regulations (K) Appendix 3 require?
For a plumbed-in extinguisher system, the requirement will be for the system to be homologated by the FIA. There
are currently two FIA homologation standards: Fire Extinguisher Systems in Competition Cars (1999) and FIA
Standard 8865- 2015.
Details of the systems homologated by the FIA can be found on the relevant FIA Technical Lists. Fire Extinguisher
Systems in Competition Cars (1999) systems are found in Technical List No.16 and FIA Standard 8865-2015 systems are found in Technical List No.52. These Technical Lists can be found on the FIA Website
See Technical List 16

www.fia.com/file/65929/download/9204?token=IwqZGVfH

See Technical List 52

www.fia.com/file/65165/download/12338?token=KKgsXUMK

Continued on next Page

For FIA-homologated plumbed-in systems,
the extinguisher capacity will be defined by
the homologation, so there is no minimum
capacity as such. However, competitors
should note that only certain Fire Extinguisher Systems in Competition Cars
(1999) systems are homologated for use in
stage rallying; these systems are indicated
on FIA Technical List No.16 with a tick in
the column headed ‘Rally’. All FIA standard
8865-2015 homologated systems are eligible for rallying.
Hand-held extinguishers will need to comply with the regulations in (K) Appendix 3,
articles 3.2.2 to 3.2.7, or comply with FIA
Standard 8865-2015. The hand-held extinguisher must contain one of the permitted
extinguishants and the regulations detail the minimum capacity of the extinguisher in either litres or kilograms depending on the extinguishant used.

Servicing
A fire extinguisher is not a ‘fit and forget’ item; regular servicing and maintenance of extinguisher systems is vital to
ensure they are ready to work when needed.

Who can service my extinguisher?
Non-homologated systems compliant with current regulations (K)3 do not require the service to be carried out by the
manufacturer or their agent. However, the MSA would suggest that the competitor checks with the manufacturer before submitting an extinguisher for service, because servicing outside of the manufacturer’s network may affect their
recognition of that product. We will always recommend that the manufacturers servicing schedule is followed.
For any FIA-homologated extinguisher (List 16 or 52), the servicing must be carried out by the manufacturer or their
agent. This is part of the FIA homologation requirements, therefore getting an FIA-homologated system serviced
outside the manufacturer’s network will effectively void any homologation.
For an FIA-homologated extinguisher, the homologation regulations define what work must be undertaken as part of
the service. This is a very thorough service that will involve, among other checks, the internal and external examination of the bottle, replacement of all seals, cleaning and testing of the operating heads and nozzles, and replacement of the extinguisher contents.
As this shows, the servicing schedule mandated as part of the FIA homologation is extensive and only the manufacturer will have access to the replacement parts and specialist tools required to undertake this service.
In comparison, a fire extinguisher service offered by independent companies will often only consist of the extinguisher being weighed and pressure checked, and the bottle being externally visually inspected.

What do I need to do if my fire extinguisher has not been serviced?
If your extinguisher is less than 24 months from its date of manufacture then you just need to ensure that it is serviced before it passes 24 months old. The servicing regime must then be maintained throughout the life of the system.
If you have a non-homologated fire extinguisher that is overdue a service then this extinguisher will need to be serviced before it is presented for scrutineering and then every 24 months from then on until 31 December 2021.
If you have an FIA-homologated extinguisher that is overdue a service, the first thing to do is to contact the manufacturer to see if they can assist. If the manufacturer advises that the time elapsed since the last service is too long
and the system cannot be serviced then the only option is for the extinguisher to be replaced.

If you have any queries regarding fire extinguishers,
please do not hesitate to contact the MSA Technical Department
on 01753 765000 or technical@msauk.org.

WILLIAMS AND WALKER
RECEIVE MSA LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Formula One greats Sir Frank Williams and Murray
Walker OBE have received MSA Lifetime Achievement
Awards, the highest honour bestowed by the MSA Board
in recognition of outstanding achievement over many
years in motor sport.
Alan Gow, former MSA Chairman, presented the first accolade to Sir Frank at the Williams F1 headquarters in
Oxfordshire. Between 1979 and 1997, Williams’s eponymous F1 team team won 113 grands prix, seven drivers’
championships and nine constructors’ championships.
“This award came out of the blue but I really am very
proud and will treasure it for a long, long time,” Sir Frank
said. “I’ve enjoyed every single year I’ve been in Formula
One, 48 to be specific. It has been hard work but very
rewarding work and I’m truly privileged to have been involved in the world championship.”
Murray, whose F1 commentary made him a household
name, received his award in person at the MSA Night of
Champions. He became a full-time F1 commentator in
1978; his comical errors, known as ‘Murrayisms’, helped
make him a national treasure, while his passion, enthusiasm and longevity made him one of the greatest sports
commentators of all
time.
“People used to accuse me of writing
things on the commentary box wall to slip
into the commentary,
but it’s not like that,”
said Murray. “You say
what comes into your
head when you’re
watching the race live
and that’s what I did!
It’s an honour to receive this award, especially alongside Sir
Frank.”

TECHNICAL CONFERENCE
The MSA Technical Department has completed its short
series of three Technical Conferences, attended by 174
scrutineers.
Delegates took part in informative sessions by: the FIA
on safety equipment; Lifeline on fire extinguishers; Safety Devices on roll over protection systems (ROPS); and
Ford on electric and hybrid vehicle technologies.
The MSA thanks the following for their assistance: Nuria
Encinas Redondo (FIA); Aeron Lloyd (Safety Devices);
Chris Platt (Safety Devices); Luke Mortlock (Safety Devices); David Henry (Lifeline); Alec Parr (Lifeline); Jim
Morris (Lifeline); and Roger Ratley (Ford).

‘PROTO’ STAGE
RALLY CARS
The MSA Technical Department has been approached
recently by a number of competitors applying for Category Two Stage Rally car approvals for what are colloquially referred to as ‘Proto’ cars. Such applications
have been rejected, as the vehicles have been found
not to comply with the necessary Category Two regulations.
These vehicles usually have a Mitsubishi Evolution
floorpan/bulkhead grafted in to a modern small hatchback shell (Fiestas, Polos, Mirages etc. have all been
seen). Category Two regulations require the original
manufacturer’s chassis/unitary construction to remain,
with modifications being limited to those permitted by
FIA Drawings 279-1 and 279-2. For clarity, any stage
rally car with a non-original floorpan and/or bulkhead
would not comply with MSA regulations, which have
been static on this issue since 2009.
The MSA has given scrutineers advice on what to look
out for when inspecting cars for a logbook, to help ensure that non-compliant cars do not find their way into
competition.

MSA, MOTOR SPORTS HOUSE,
RIVERSIDE PARK,
COLNBROOK, SL3 0HG
TEL: 01753 765000

TRAINING

DATES

All training is delivered by
Licensed MSA Instructors and based
on the MSA Training Modules

17th March

PRC Books will be signed where appropriate, if you require signatures, bring your books with you, if you don't
have a PRC Book, see below for details about how to
register, get accredited and you will receive a registration card and PRC book.
Please complete your online accreditation at least 3
weeks prior to your first training course to allow time to
receive your card and book.

Getting Involved
Almost all motor sport events need volunteer marshals
(recognisable from their orange overalls) to make sure
they are run safely and effectively.
Marshalling is a rewarding way of getting more closely
involved with motor sport and joining a community of
like-minded enthusiasts; general duties range from displaying flag signals to drivers and clearing debris to
helping extract drivers and cars that have crashed or
broken down.

Haydock

Event Officials

14th June

(Evening)

Accrington

Marshalling (Theory)

21st July
Blackburn Services

Introduction to Marshalling
(Practical)

18th August
Fire Training
Blackburn Services

Details of how to become a marshal can be found on
the Volunteers in Motorsport website, which outlines all
the relevant clubs, types of motor sport marshalling and
training days.

20th September

If you are interested in becoming a rally/cross country
marshal, you can become accredited in less than an
hour by completing the new online training and accreditation scheme.

Inc. Spectator Safety,
First on Scene, Incident Handling

Simply visit www.msauk.org/Marshals/Onlinerally-marshals-training and either login if you are an
existing MSA member, or register if you are new. Once
logged in follow the links for "Online Training".

1st December

(Evening)

Marshalling
Accrington

First on Scene
Blackburn Services

Other useful links to
Motorsport Training:

TBA
Radio Operation (81 C System)
Accrington

To Book Your Place On
Training Sessions
You Can do it on Line

www.brmc.org.uk

We wish all to register online if possible as it
saves lots of admin time for our volunteers!

http://thats-motorsport.com/training/

Or email Tracy Smith
tracey.amsc@hotmail.com
www.volunteersinmotorsport.co.uk

Or phone (Jon Aston) 0333 0022 510

Calling all Sprint &
Hillclimb marshals

Lancashire AC
2018

Calendar of Events

The British Motorsport Marshals’ Club is making this
year’s marshals’ training days available to members of
all clubs in the ANWCC.
BMMC membership is not required and marshals who
volunteer at sprints and hillclimbs are especially welcome.
Oulton Park is the venue, and the date is 10th and 11th
March.
Saturday is for Post Chiefs and Incident Marshals, the
latter is equivalent to a Speed Marshal.
Sunday is for brand new Incident Marshals, Cadet Marshals and Experienced Marshals, the latter is equivalent to Experienced Speed Marshals.
Advance booking is essential.
BMMC North West, 10 March 2018, Oulton Park
Race Incident Marshals, Race Post Chiefs, Speed Marshals
BMMC North West, 11 March 2018, Oulton Park
New Marshals, Cadet Marshals, Experienced Race
Marshals, Experienced Speed Marshals

Classic Navigational Run.
One for the more navigationally inclined a real challenge to
both drivers and above all navigators.
Details from Mike Raven 01772 862364

HOW TO APPLY:-

Sunday 10th June

ON-LINE
https://goo.gl/forms/e24R5q36qAcWfBG02

E-MAIL
Send an email to
NW.Training@marshals.co.uk
and we’ll send you an application form that you can either return in the post, or return by email.
I hope to see you at Oulton Park.
Bill Gray,
NW.Training@marshals.co.uk

Garstang & Preston MC + Pendle DMC

Legend Fires

Lee Holland Stages
18th March 2018

www.legend-fires.com

Sunday 22nd April

St Georges Day Run
A classic touring assembly with full descriptive route book.
This year following in the footsteps of the Pendle Witches.
Open to Vintage, Classic and Cherished vehicles (no age
restrictions!)
Details from Chris Lee 01925 727794

Saturday 19th May

Fellsman

Manchester to Blackpool

Classic Run

Now in its 56th year a classic touring assembly with full
descriptive route book. Open to Veteran, Vintage,
Classic and Cherished vehicles (no age restrictions!)
Details from Chris Lee 01925 727794

Saturday 14th July

Coast to Coast
Classic Run
A Classic Touring Assembly with full descriptive route
book starting from Morecambe and taking in the best
scenery and roads to Dusley Hall near Whitby. Vintage,
Classic and Cherished vehicles (no age restrictions!)
Details from Chris Lee 01925 727794

Friday 21st to Sunday 23rd Sept.

Highland 3 Day.

Fantastic event for Vintage, Classic and Cherished Cars
taking in the breathtaking scenery of the Scottish Highlands. Limited entry book early
Details from Mike Raven 01772 863642

Sunday 18th November

The 25th running of this event will again be run
as part of the Motorsport News Circuit Championship 2017/18. Various ANWCC, SD34MSG
and ANCC championships.

REGS : www.sd34msg.org.uk

Motorsport Luncheon
Stirk House.

If you have petrol in your veins this is one not to miss. Brian Redman (ex F1, F5000 and Can Am) brings us up to
date on his life in motorsport.
Details from Carolyn Taylor 01254 385413

See Notes on Page 69

NB : There is a proposed new ANWCC Championship for 2018 (subject to msa approval) :

A TARGA CHALLENGE
Keep checking the ANWCC website (also see page 67 for proposed dates)

GAZZARD
ACCOUNTS

Registered Agent with HM
Revenue & Customs.

Accounts and Bookkeeping services for
Small Businesses.

We specialise in




Self Assessment,
CIS
VAT Returns.

We also cater for
SMALLER Limited
Companies.
Workplace or Home/
Evening visits can be
arranged.






We will offer you
the following :
Regular contact and
advice
Assistance for Self Employed
Simple accounting
practices
Friendly service and
assistance

Serving Greater Manchester
and areas of Lancashire
and Cheshire.

Registered Office :
33 Acresfield Road,
Middleton,
Manchester. M24 2WT.

Office Tel No : 01706 - 629 - 896

E-Mail :

gazzard.accts@btinternet.com

ADGESPEED
Kick RoD
Matlock M.C.

14th/15th APRIL 2018

Qualifying round of the following
Rally Championships :
HRCR Premier,
 ANCC,
 ANEMCC,
 AWMMC,
 SD34MSG
 ANWCC
130 miles [ approximately ]
The very best lanes on Maps 118 / 119
Limited mileage of unsurfaced tracks
Limited to 50 Entrants


Entries open 1 March 2018

www.matlockmotorclub.co.uk

Unit 14, Thames Trading Centre,
Woodrow Way, Irlam, Manchester. M44 6BP
Telephone
Unit
: 0161 777 9949
Mobile : 07960 964069
Fax
: 0161 777 9948
E-Mail : sales@adgespeed.co.uk

Pirelli Rally
28th April & 28th April 2018.

Team JJ Marshal's Club have been asked to run two stages on the
2018 Pirelli Rally based in Kielder Forest, Neville Simmons and Dan
Orme will be working together to fulfil the role of the Stage Commanders.
The event will be a round of the British Rally Championship, Mintex MSA British Historic Rally Championship, Motoscope Northern Historic Rally Championship and S G Petch ANECCC Stage Rally Championship.
The organising team looked at the cost of taking a part in the event in 2017 for all (competitors, marshals and officials) and for that reason they are trailing a new format for 2018. This will be a one day 85 stage mile rally, with all
servicing taking place in the Kielder Valley. They feel it will in no way reduce the challenge of the rally and make for
an exciting, action-packed day. There will be three passes of the cars, a historic classes event then two runs of the
combined National & International classes.
The details are still being finalised, however the information currently available is:

Stage name: Pundershaw SS 1 & SS 5
Stage Commander: Dan Orme
Stage to run: Saturday 28th April 2018
Stage length: approximately 8 miles
Cars Due: Historic 08.53, BRC 11.58 & 14.59
Sign on: approximately 6.15am to 7.15am
Access to stage via Whygate
Map ref: Map 87 / 772760
GPS: 55°04'41.4"N 2°21'28.0"W
Street View: http://streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?X=377241&Y=576035&A=Y&Z=120
Sign on (Stage Start) Map Ref: Map 87 / 747797
GPS: 55°06'41.3"N 2°23'54.8"W
Street view: http://streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?X=374643&Y=579748&A=Y&Z=120

Stage name: Roughside SS 2 & SS 6
Stage Commander: Neville Simmons
Stage to run: Saturday 28th April 2018
Stage length: approximately 8 miles
Cars Due: Historic 9.18, BRC 12.23 & 15.24
Sign on: approximately 6.30am to 7.30am
Access to stage via the Bower entrance.
Map ref: Map 80 / 782851
GPS: 55°09'34.5"N 2°20'32.9"W
Street View: http://streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?X=378261&Y=585079&A=Y&Z=120
Sign on at Post 5
Map Ref: Map 80 / 748827
GPS: 55°08'18.1"N 2°23'42.3"W
Street view: http://streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?X=374882&Y=582727&A=Y&Z=120
We are looking for marshals of all disciplines and invite you to join the team at your chosen stage
Further details will be provided once they are available nearer to the event.
Neville Simmons will be responsible for initially collating the responses from you and we would be grateful if you
could contact by email as soon as possible neville.simmons@live.co.uk if you are available to assist. Please advise
of your preferred role on your chosen stage, or if you are happy to be deployed on either stage depending on staffing requirements.
As you may be aware from 2017 onwards stage personnel need to be MSA accredited to marshal independently on
a stage rally, therefore can you please advise us of your MSA number. Non accredited marshals are still very welcome but will be required to be buddied with an accredited marshal.
Your help will be much appreciated.

Hawick and Border Car Club and Whickham and District Motor Club

Prestone MSA British Rally Championship

Border Counties Rally
10th/11th March

After a successful debut as the opening round of the Prestone MSA British Rally Championship (BRC) in 2017, the
Border Counties Rally (10th/11th March) will once again kick off the British rally championship season as outline details of the event emerge with the publication of the Rally Guide this week.
Joining the BRC for the Jedburgh based event will be the ARR Craib MSA Scottish Rally Championship (SRC) as
two of the biggest rally series’ in the country descend on the Scottish Borders for the popular annual event.
Rally organisers Hawick and Border Car Club and Whickham and District Motor Club are anticipating a bumper entry as the event `tweaks` its format for 2018.
In a change from last year, the event will comprise of three sections with competitors from the National A and B
events, including BRC and SRC competitors, starting from Jedburgh town centre at around 8.30am on Saturday
10th.
Over 44 miles of competitive action in the South of Scotland and Tweed Valley lies ahead for the crews on the opening leg with three service opportunities at Newtown St Boswells before BRC contenders head to the overnight halt.
After a full day of rallying in the region, Scottish Rally Championship crews will spray the champagne at the ceremonial finish under the gaze of Jedburgh Abbey in the town at around 4.00pm that day.
On Sunday 11th, British Rally Championship contenders will head back out for 36 miles south of Jedburgh and will
be joined by the Clubman event. The ceremonial finish and prizegiving will then take place early that afternoon back
in Jedburgh.
Aside from the British and Scottish championships,
competitors from the Ecosse Challenge, Motoscope
Northern Historic Championship and the Border Rally
Challenge will also tackle the event, ensuring spectators will be in for a treat both in and out of the forests
during the weekend.
Clerk of the Course Clayton Lackenby believes the
change in format for the event will attract both competitors and rally fans to the region during the weekend.
“We are delighted that the British and Scottish Rally
Championships are returning to Jedburgh this year
and we think we have a fantastic set of stages on
offer to challenge even the most experienced of
crews,” he says.
“We have taken the best bits of last years event and
made them even better. The stages are a mix of old
and new with some changes thrown into the mix so it
will be exciting for spectators as well as competitors.
With tests spread across two days on both sides of
the Carter Bar we truly believe it has all the ingredients to be a classic rally in the Scottish Borders.”
Event regulations will be released in the coming
weeks with entries opening on 25th January and
more information for spectators will be available
nearer the event.
The Rally Guide can be downloaded from the Border
Counties Rally website along with more information
on the event at:
www.bordercountiesrally.co.uk alongside the event’s
social media feeds:
www.facebook.com/bordercountiesrally
www.twitter.com/borderrally

www.rallystageteam.co.uk
Mid Wales Stages
4 March

Once again, the Mid Wales Stages is back on the calendar for 2018!
The 5 Special Stages offer over 40 miles of competitive
miles through Hafren Forest, the Sweet Lamb complex
and the Carno Rally School.
The rally will start in Newtown and competitors will run
through Hafren and Sweet Lamb twice during the day
with a single run through the Carno Rally School stage.
The event needs Marshals of all disciplines and Radio
crews! Please login to RST to register your interest

Tour of Epynt

Primrose Trophy
Navigational Rally
March 24/25th
2018
135 Competitive Miles on
Maps 97, 98 102 & 103
All Tarmac

11 March

The Tour of Epynt Rally 2018 will be run on the infamous Epynt Ranges on Sunday 11th March.
Saturday 10th March will see Scrutineering and Recce
being run, with Marshals required for both locations.
Sunday will see up to 9 Special Stages being run over
different configurations using the Eypnt roads. All Marshals will see all Stages. Signing On will be at 06:45am
on the Sunday at Dixies.
Please register on RST if you are available to help out

Plains Rally
12 May

The 52nd Plains Rally will be running on the 12th May
2018. We are busy planning the event and looking forward to a fantastic day of rallying.
Rally HQ is once again at the Royal Oak in Welshpool
and the Stages will include Dyfnant, Dyfi West, Dyfi
East and Cwm Celli, all run by some great Stage Commanders. With Servicing in Dolgellau, it promises to be
a great event.
Of course, all Rallies rely on the most important people
- those who volunteer to come out and Marshal and do
Radio cover. We need as many marshals, radio operators and timing crews as possible, so please please
volunteer and come along and enjoy a great days motorsport. We appreciate your help!
We need as may accredited marshals as possible so if
you haven’t already done so then we would encourage
you to complete the MSA Marshals training on line and
get the accreditation, it’s easy to do! Of course, if you
haven’t yet done the online training, we would still welcome you.
Please register on RST if you are available to help out

HAYDN MINAL
Memorial Stages
2nd/3rd March

Regs : ww.manxautosport.org

2017 Winners : Myles Gleave / James Chaplin
Photo courtesy of Chris Ellison

A Qualifying round of the following
SD34MSG Road Rally Championship
 SD34MSG Inter-Club League
 ANWCC Road Rally Championship
 ANCC Road Rally Championship
 ANEMCC Road Rally Championship
 I.A.Harrison KLMC Road Rally Challenge


REGS : www.clitheroedmc.co.uk

MARSHALS
Always Needed

Chief Marshal : Paul Buckel
chiefmarshal@primrosetrophy.co.uk
07788-723721

KNUTSFORD & DISTRICT MOTOR CLUB LTD

Tour of Cheshire
3rd March 2018
Request for Marshals

The Tour of Cheshire is a Historic Road Rally based in
Cheshire, now in its 15th year. The event consists of
Regularity Sections & Special Tests, linked by Transport
Sections.
We are planning to provide over 90 miles of Regularity
Sections from a total mileage of just under 150 miles.
The Test Venues – new and old favourites are all
booked , as are the scrutineering venue – Beeston Cattle Market, and the now regular start / finish venue – The
Bickerton Poacher. The 2018 event will push further east
than the last five / six years to enable new venues to be
used and to open up “new” Regularity Sections.
In order that we can run the Tour Of Cheshire in line with
the high standards which we always aim to achieve, we
will require about 250 marshals in total to man the Controls on the road [Regularity Sections], plus Time Keepers & Cone Marshals for the Test Venues.
The different types of marshal required:
 Clock Marshal [Liege Clocks] at Controls on Regularity
Sections.
 Passage Check [No Clock] at Controls on Regularity
Sections.
 Timekeeper / Clock Marshal [Liege Clocks] at Start &
Finish of Test Venues.
 Cone Marshals / Observers at Test Venues.,
 Support Marshals as required to assist with efficient
running of the event.
If you are in a position to offer your services as a Marshal please send an email to:
marshals@tourofcheshire.co.uk
Initially we need your contact details, email address & a
contact phone number.
Would you also state which of the following activities you
are able & willing to carry out:
 Clock marshal (Liege Clocks) at Road Controls on
Regularity Sections.
 Passage Check (No Clock) at Road Controls on Regularity Sections.
 Timekeeper/ Clock Marshal (Liege Clocks) at Start &
Finish of Test Venues.
 Cone Marshal/ Observer at Test Venues.
 Support Marshals as required to assist the efficient
running of the event.
If you let us know whether you are available for a half
day or full day & where you are travelling from we will do
our best to minimise your travel. Finally how many people will be in your team on the day?
Thank you for your help and support. Look forward to
hearing from you.
Dale Cox.
Test Marshals Co-ordinator
Home: 01925 265842
Mobile: 07908 534981
Email docdalecox@gmail.com
Roger Hopkins – Joint Chief Marshal – Mobile: 07925
651714

Sunday 27th May
Lancashire's Family Motorshow returns to Nelson &
Colne College celebrating 50 years of the film Bullitt
We are gathering together famous movie and television
chase vehicles into a spectacular static display
On top of this we will have our ever popular range
around 250 vehicles of all types from bikes and supercars to classic cars and commercials.
The festival element is taken care of with live music and
entertainment, food village, trade village, lots for the
children to do and more
The aim of the show is to raise money for good causes,
with profits from show going to a great cause
Follow Pendle Powerfest on Social Media or visit our
website www.pendlepowerfest.com for the latest developments

www.pendlepowerfest.com

Chelmsford Motor Club

Stocktonian 2018

Sunday 22nd April 2018

Well folks I would have liked to have advised all my rallying friends and colleagues that we had fully sorted the
venues and route for the Stocktonian for 2018.

Corbeau Seats Rally
Chelmsford Motor Club is proud to announce
preliminary details of its first closed road stage
event, the Corbeau Seats Rally Tendring &
Clacton, which takes place on Sunday 22nd
April 2018.
The club is pleased to welcome Corbeau Seats
as the title sponsor of the rally, which will be
the first to make use of new legislation facilitating closed-road motorsport in England.
Vic Lee, Managing Director of Corbeau Seats
said, “We are very excited to be involved with
such a pioneering project. Chelmsford Motor
Club have achieved something very special and
we are proud to be part of what we all hope will
be the first of many closed road motorsport
events. With Corbeau Seats being the first motorsport seat manufacturer in the world and still
going strong, we hope that this event can enjoy
the longevity and growth we have experienced
over the last 55 years”.
More than 3 years of behind the scenes work
from a small but determined team has led to
this point. Chelmsford Motor Club could not
have got this far without the help of fellow rally
experts from around the UK. Essex County
Council, Tendring District Council and the Motor Sport Association (MSA) have all been pivotal to the progress.
Chelmsford Motor Club’s Tony Clements, Event
Director, said: “Not surprisingly, there have
been many challenges! Following extensive local consultation, we have made a few changes
to the route. The special stages are a good mix
of technical and challenging country lanes and
we hope that a successful first running will allow the rally to grow in subsequent years. This
is the beginning of a huge new chapter for motorsport and particularly rallying in the UK and I
would personally like to thank everybody for
their help and support.
The rally will be based on the Western Esplanade in Clacton with the special stages spread
across the Tendring peninsula. There will be
three loops of five different stages, 15 stages
altogether, totalling approximately 45 stage
miles and 100 road ‘link’ miles.
As part of the authorisation process the MSA,
governing body of UK motorsport, has issued
an Event Organising Permit. A Motor Race Order application has subsequently been made to
Essex County Council Highways Authority.
There is a lot work ahead to ensure a safe and
successful event and Chelmsford Motor Club
will be relying on help from across the motorsport and local communities to make it happen

However a last minute hitch has caused a problem due
to nesting Raptors and school holidays. June was looking
good after a meeting with the landowners (forestry)
(hence out announcement a while back) but that was
scuppered after the meeting we had with them the alternative date in April we proposed after dialogue with Nescro would have been a possibility had it not been for Easter holidays!
Our second option mod land (not Catterick) was also
unavailable between end of March and November.

So after all that I am pretty demoralised that we can't
run this year. The plan to run a shortened event was
never really an option after the first event I put together
was a success....they key was maintaining a good mileage of tests and that is the plan for anything in the future.
Therefore it's probable that very early April 2019 is an
option!
I think the Stocktonian name is jinxed! Maybe should
change it for 2019!

Steve Waggett

Duncan Littler
SpeedSports (Wales) Photography
2 Pendref, Dwyran,
Anglesey,
Gwynedd. LL61 6YL
Tel:01248 430015, Mob:07740 179619

e-mail: dunclitz@hotmail.com

ROSKIRK STAGES
4th March

THREE SISTERS

Regs : BSSMC.com

Marshals Required

Contact : Yvonne Robinson
robinsonyvonne14@yahoo.co.uk
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publication are those of the individual
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SD34MSG
Wednesday
21st March 2018
8-00pm,

Poachers, Bamber Bridge
PR5 6BA
Near Junction 29 of the M6.

ANCC

Monday 9th April

Cleckheaton Sports Club, BB19 3UD
Just off Chain Bar Roundabout ,
Junc 26 of the M62

www.ancc.co.uk

Monday May 14th
8.00pm

The Windmill

Just off M6 Junc 19
Chester Rd.,
Knutsford, WA16 0HW

www.anwcc.org

The intention is to publish this EMag on the last day of
each month. It will be emailed to SD34MSG Delegates
for them to forward to their Club Members as they wish.

Deadline for copy
for the April edition is

Thursday the 29th of March
which is due out on

Saturday the 31st March
PLEASE Email Reports etc. to
Maurice Ellison at :

sd34news@gmail.com
NB : The Editorial team reserves the right to do
their job as Editors and may amend articles
and reports as they see fit

